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Mosaic is published annually by undergraduates at the University of California, Riverside. Mosaic is funded by the Gluck Fellows
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editor’’s note

One of the most common questions we get asked as editors is “what do you look for in a
publishable piece”? You’ll likely get different answers from each of us but at the core, I think, of
what we look for and enjoy in each piece is authenticity: above anything we want the piece to feel
honest, and organic. By extension, we hope this 59th edition of Mosaic will reflect not only the
passion and sincerity of the artists gracious enough to let us share their work with you today, but
also that of the team of students who put it together.
In many ways, this year served as a sort of ‘reset’ for Mosaic. Other than our Editor-in-Chief Nicole, this year’s staff was entirely new, and worked tirelessly to compile a broad
range of perspectives which illustrate the unique and diverse way individuals process themselves
and the universe around them. And we would like to give special recognition to our prose and
formatting editor Alyssa Gonzalez. Last year’s edition experienced obstacles which prevented it
from going to press. Alyssa showed outstanding dedication in ensuring Mosaic kept its promise
to the artists who were not printed last year; her efforts are largely responsible for bringing the
58th edition into fruition.
You may not find very many references to the ongoing global health crisis. Most of our
pieces were submitted—indeed conceived—well before the pandemic. Nevertheless we hope
the pieces in this edition relate and resonate with you emotionally, and perhaps— in a nostalgic
way—physically. We hope it brings you comfort and curiosity when the world needs it most. We
hope it means something to you.
As always we want to extend our most heartfelt gratitude to the Creative Writing Department here at UCR, the Gluck Fellows Program, and ASUCR for their generous and continued
support. Without them this journal simply would not exist. We could probably fill a few pages
with the list of people to whom Mosaic owes gratitude. We’ll spare our readers, and extend an
enormous thanks to anyone involved in the production of the journal not mentioned here by
name.
Once again, from the bottom of our hearts, thank you.
Nicole Francis
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Prose Editor
Joel Rodriguez
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Poetry Editor
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Ravneet Gill

The Science Behind Me
It all starts with these four assholes. Three of them are constantly fighting. One leaves the
group only to return, two of them hook up, break up, get back together, repeat. Sometimes all
of them try to leave only to be brought back together by the only stable one. Oxygen can’t stand
Nitrogen as they both fight over Hydrogen in one messy triangle. The only thing keeping them
together is a bad bitch by the name of Carbon. Without her, there would be no connections stable
enough to jumpstart science. Eventually, these fools get their shit together and start running like
a well-oiled machine. The fights never stop, but without that passion and interaction there would
be no DNA, no lipids nor proteins, no organelles, no cells, and no life.
The moment everyone gets yeeted into this world, paining their mothers with consuming
contractions until she finally pushed, there is a constant annoyance and force pushing us down.
That is gravity. The all-time ruler of the cosmos. Gravity is the psycho-insomniac that with a
grasp so tight no organism can escape from it. There is no crevice on Earth, no burrow deep
enough, no corner in this ever expanding universe where gravity doesn’t exert its control. It’s the
reason those four little atoms interact the way they do. Gravity is the background player causing
them to fight, to love, to be in each other’s chaotic realms.
All of these atoms, lipids and proteins, gravitational forces eventually created a being
known as Rav. Or Ravneet. Or Ritu. Or “that one tall brown chick.” But call her Rav. Through
the chaos of existence, she travels between her two streams of consciousness: left brain and right
brain. Left is where the atoms seem to be logical. Black and white. No confusion. No bullshit.
Rav likes to live there most of the time, study the atoms and biology around her. In order for the
clean lines to exist, the right side of her brain taxes left for all the imagination. Creativity taxed
for clarity. Rav used to simply peer at the right, too intimidated by all of the freedom as serotonin
bounced off the crevices of the brain. It was a random day where she went “fuck it,” inhaled a
cloud of THC followed by a gulp of whisky, and strode towards the unknown.
Now, Rav rooms comfortably in the middle. Sometimes she moves to the left for days she
needs logic and reasoning to help calm her emotions. But man nothing hits harder than snuggling
up in the right brain, embracing the creativity that translates onto paper from your own finger
pads. It is the right brain letting her spew ingenuity right now. Whenever her mind paints an image and brews a story, Rav no longer lets it dissipate into the nothingness. She removes the kettle
and consumes her ideas instead. From there, these unique sentence structures, sensory details,
imagery, and whatever fucking literary device exists get pasted on this document.
Hi, my name is Rav Gill. Right now, as I trigger your optic nerve to send waves through
your chiasm into your brain, forcing you to process each black letter, you are mine. I control your
atoms as they travel through your lipids and cells, forcing you to think, “Do I like this? Man,
did she really type in cuss words? Who the fuck is ‘Ritu’?” I’m sure by now you’ve activated the
muscles in your arms as you command your tendons to glide your fingers across the mouse pad,
scrolling as you have your retina and cerebral cortex sift through these random science terms.
By messing with your neurobiology and your biomechanics, I’ve told you all about how I grip the
science behind me. Do you have a grip on yours?
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Holly day

To nowhere
you talk of the prophets that came before you
bare feet gripping slick rock
toeholds made by a thousand lunatic priests
I still have marks.
lying beside you on the bed
the man on the television talks about God in depth
and you still can’t get hard.
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Jaime Hudalla

6th grade

A kid killed himself this morning.
Climbed the water tower –
The one with tiger spirit slathered on –
And flung himself off.
Or maybe he just stepped into
Nothingness.
Mr. Schmidt tells us a scary word –
A word that will lurk beneath beds like the Bogeyman.
Depression.
I sit on the waxy gym floor in shorts and a t-shirt two sizes too big.
I digest the word.
I analyze my brain like it wears a mood ring,
Green-gold metal digging into its gumminess.
Oh no oh no oh no oh no.
I have caught depression like the common cold.
But then the bell sounds
And third period starts
And I forget the name
Of the boy whose mood ring must have been black
Before he jumped.
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jacob derin

banana cop beater

Cast of Characters
		
Aiden Parker: An African-American college student in his early 20s, the main character
		
Prison Guard 1: A man in his early 30s
Prison Guard 2: A man in his early 30s
Court reporter: A man in his late 40s
OFFICER JONSON: A police officer in his 30s
COP: A police officer in his 30s
JUDGE: An unpleasant, angry man lacking any degree of humor in his late 40s
		
NURSE: A woman in her 30s
SAM: A drunk Scotsman in his mid 30s
PROSECUTOR: A lawyer prosecuting Aiden, in his 30s
		
DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Aiden’s lawyer, in his 30s
BAILIFF: A melodramatic, over the top man in his 40s
PRIEST: An Irish Catholic priest in his 40s
MAN IN WHEELCHAIR: A wheelbound spectator at the trial, visually weak and sick
JURORS: A group of twelve individuals selected to judge AIDEN

ACT I
Scene 1
Present day. A small, empty jail cell. The distant sounds of shouting and arguing can be heard
offstage. A PRISON GUARD enters the cell. He picks up a small notebook from off the ground
and begins reading its contents aloud.
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PRISON GUARD 1
“My name is Aiden Parker. If you have found this journal, please make sure it reaches my family.
This is my final confession, and I freely swear that its contents are true to the best of my knowledge.”
PRISON GUARD 1 leaves the scene. AIDEN is walking alone on a street corner. He walks quietly
for a while and then stops and pulls a banana out of his bag to eat. Right at that moment, a police
car stops and OFFICER JONSON gets out.
OFFICER JONSON
PUT THE WEAPON DOWN AND TURN AROUND SLOWLY!
AIDEN
What weapon?
OFFICER JONSON
(yelling into his radio) He’s armed and dangerous and now he’s resisting!
AIDEN
Whoa, hey. No, I’m not.
Aiden slowly raises his hands in the air, still holding the banana. As he does so, the banana grazes
Officer Jonson’s arm
OFFICER JONSON
(clutching his arm) I’m hit! I’m hit!
AIDEN is surprised and visibly terrified. Officer Jonson shoots him twice in the chest. AIDEN
collapses onto the ground, unconscious.

Scene 2
AIDEN wakes up in a hospital bed and is visibly confused. He is hooked up to a series of machines which begin to beep. A nurse runs into the room.
NURSE
Oh my god. You’re awake?
AIDEN
(slurring)Where am I?
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NURSE
You’re in the hospital. You were shot and you’ve been in a coma for 2 weeks. We were beginning
to wonder if you would ever wake up.

AIDEN
My family....
NURSE
They know you’re here, but the police insisted we tell them first...
Three police officers walk into the room and one pulls out a set of handcuffs
COP
Aiden Joshua Parker, you are under arrest for assault with a deadly weapon. (puts handcuffs on
AIDEN who is confused and frightened) You have the right to remain silent, you have the right to
an attorney, whatever, you know the rest.
AIDEN
Assault of who? What weapon? What’s going on?
COP
Save it. I’m getting sick just looking at you. Let’s get to the courthouse and get this over with as
soon as possible.
AIDEN
Get what over with, what are you talking about?
COP
Your arraignment. You’re going to be officially charged with the assault.
AIDEN
(becoming angry) WHAT ASSAULT? WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?
COP
You know what you did to officer Johnson. We’ve seen the banana marks.
AIDEN
Banana marks? What?
AIDEN is dragged into a courthouse and is seated in front of a JUDGE and COURT REPORTER. He is still drugged and has a hard time staying focused
JUDGE
Am I boring you Mr. Parker?
AIDEN
(slurring again) No, you’re not boring me.
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COURT REPORTER:
What are you, drunk?
AIDEN
(tiredly)I just got out of the hospital; I was on painkillers.
COURT REPORTER
Yeah, I’ve heard that one before.
JUDGE
(turning to the COURT REPORTER) Did I ask you to speak?
COURT REPORTER
No, I just...
JUDGE
(interrupting)...just opened your mouth and said the first thing that popped into your head.
When I want you to talk, you’ll know it.
AIDEN
(in disbelief) Should I just leave, you two seem to be in the middle of something.
JUDGE
(annoyed)I’m the only one who gets to be funny in this courtroom!
COURT REPORTER
(sarcastically)I’ll say, sometimes I crack up just looking at you.
JUDGE
(turning again) That’s enough out of you! Don’t make me hold you in contempt.
COURT REPORTER
Don’t forget I control the court transcript. If I wanted to, I could write down that you just admitted in open court you own not one but three barbie dolls.
JUDGE
Don’t be ridiculous.
COURT REPORTER
(Pretending to type out a transcript) ”I never forget to brush their hair before I go off to work.
Sometimes I run home at lunch-time just to check on them”
JUDGE
(furious)Stop that!
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AIDEN
Can I go now?
JUDGE
(the COURT REPORTER and the JUDGE lock eyes) Guards, take him to his cell. (The JUDGE
looks away briefly to glance at AIDEN) I’ll deal with you later.
AIDEN is escorted out of the courtroom by two guards with the distant sounds of argument still
audible in the background
AIDEN
(shaking his head) What a couple of nutjobs.

Scene 3
AIDEN is taken to a small holding cell and locked in a room with another man who appears to be
visibly drunk. After a long, awkward silence, AIDEN speaks.
AIDEN
So... I guess we’re stuck with each other.
SAM
(drunkenly, in a heavy Scottish accent) Maybe you are mate, but if the room keeps spinning like
this, I’m bound to find a way out eventually.
AIDEN
(laughing) I think you’ve had one too many. What’s your name?
SAM
I’m Sam. And you’re wrong brother. I’ve had about 20 too many (collapses laughing)
AIDEN
So, what are you in for?
SAM
I shanked a man and waited for the paramedics to show up to nick their morphine. Then I shot
the buggers and drove away with their ambulance. You?
AIDEN
(Unnerved) Well, apparently I “viciously beat” a cop with a banana (bitter laughter)
SAM
(Sitting up, with sudden clarity in his eyes) That was you? You’re the bloody Banana Cop Beater?
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AIDEN
(Confused and nervous) Yeah, I guess so.
SAM
(Disgustedly) You make me bloody sick mate. How could you do that? The bobbies are there to
help us. How could you mate? People like you make me lose faith in humanity. You’re going to
hell. YOU HEAR ME? YOU’RE GOING TO BLOODY HELL!! (advances aggressively and
takes a wild, drunken swing at AIDEN who ducks to the side)
AIDEN
(Shouting) GUARD! GUARD! HELP!
PRISON GUARD
What’s the shouting about banana boy? Can’t handle someone who fights back?
AIDEN
(exhausted and angry) I didn’t hit anyone with a...(annoyed)whatever, that’s not my point. This
guy’s trying to hit me. Can I get a different cell? Or...(PRISON GUARD cuts him off)
PRISON GUARD
(disgustedly)No special treatment for you. You’re gonna be treated just like every other puke
stain in here. Don’t bother me again.
SAM
Oh, I see how it is mate. So now I’m not good enough for you? Well fine! You want another cell,
do you? I see how it is, well fine, I’ll leave so you can have some privacy.
Sam walks disgustedly in the other direction and runs straight into the wall and collapses onto
the ground.
AIDEN
(runs over to check on Sam) Are you alright?
SAM
I’m better than alright mate. I think I just remembered how to fly!
AIDEN
(worried)No! No flying, no running through walls, you need to get some sleep. And stop trying to
punch me, that was super uncool.
SAM
I’m sorry mate. You’re right. You’re my best friend, I shouldn’t be hitting you. (crying) I’m so
sorry brother.
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AIDEN

It’s fine, just stop doing it.
Sam suddenly runs into the wall again and collapses. This time, he stays unconscious. Aiden is
visibly shocked. After tentatively checking on Sam, Aiden gets into his bed and exhaustedly puts
his head in his hands

Scene 4
Aiden and his new lawyer meet with the prosecutor in his case and Officer Jonson in a small,
dimly lit interrogation room. Coughing, sneezing and rustling can occasionally be heard from
behind the suspiciously placed window in the room.
PROSECUTOR
Well, you seem to have come to your senses and want to talk about a plea bargain, am I right?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
No, as I said in my letter to you we asked you here so we could talk about you dropping this case
before we sue you and the rest of the District Attorney’s office for everything they have.
PROSECUTOR
(laughing)Seriously? Because I think we both know what’s going to happen here.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
No, what’s going to happen here?
PROSECUTOR
I’m going to propose a deal, you’re going to accept it, or I’m going to have to take this to trial
where my star witness will get your client life in prison, or death, or whatever.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(in disbelief) Or whatever? What kind of lawyer are you?
PROSECUTOR
(pointing to the Defense Attorney’s shirt) The kind with self-respect, seriously, who wears plaid
anymore?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(irritated)My shirt isn’t at issue here.
PROSECUTOR
(shaking his head) I very much disagree. Your shirt is a big issue here! How can you have any self
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respect if-AIDEN
(Standing) Excuse me! I think I have a right to talk here.
PROSECUTOR
Sit down Junior, let the adults talk.
AIDEN
(angry)Hey, screw you man! I have rights and there’s nothing you can say that...
PROSECUTOR
(tiredly)Do you want to know what your chances are if you go to trial?
AIDEN
Look, I don’t want to hear the depressing statistics about my chances...
PROSECUTOR
That’s fine, ‘cuz I don’t know them. I was going to say your chances are zero. I mean not literally
zero, but they might as well be.
AIDEN
(surprised) Come on, they can’t possibly be...
PROSECUTOR
Zero. One less than one. That number that comes after negative one. Whatever you want to call
it.
AIDEN
(enunciating every syllable) I AM TAKING THIS TO TRIAL! Seriously, there’s nothing you can
say that’s going to change my mind.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(annoyed)Excuse me, can we get to the deposition please? I very much want to know what Officer
Jonson has to say.
PROSECUTOR
By all means, go ahead.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(starts camera) Please state your name for the record
OFFICER JONSON
(blurting it out) Self-defense!
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DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Excuse me?
OFFICER JONSON
Self-defense! He tried to run! I was afraid! He provoked me!
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Do you realize that every word in that sentence contradicts every other word?
OFFICER JONSON
Cop bashing, that’s all this is. It’s a dangerous job, amigo, we can’t have you second-guessing
every decision we make!
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
I was just asking for your name!
OFFICER JONSON
(relaxes)Oh, sorry. I thought you were asking about that incident in Maine.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
What incident in Maine?
OFFICER JONSON
(shouting)Never you mind about the incident in Maine! (realizing his mistake) I mean, what incident? I mean, who said anything about Maine?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
You just said...
PROSECUTOR
(interrupting)Look, I think that’s enough. (turns to Aiden) (reading slowly, intentionally mispronouncing) Aaa-ron
AIDEN
(through gritted teeth) It’s Aiden.
PROSECUTOR
Whatever. Do you know what they do to fruit-criminals in prison?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
HEY!
(Aiden and the Prosecutor turn to look, surprised at the sudden outburst)
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
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Who are you? (Prosecutor begins to answer) (dismissively)No, no don’t answer, it was a rhetorical question. Seriously who do you think you are? What kind of lawyer are you? Did you learn
your entire trade off some second-rate TV show? (Prosecutor tries to interrupt again) (punctuating every word by pounding the table with his fist) I’M NOT FINISHED! What has this system
come to? 15 years ago a guy like you couldn’t get a job as a fry cook let alone a lawyer. (Prosecutor tries to interrupt again) OKAY! SERIOUSLY! WHAT DO YOU WANT? I’M LISTENING!
WHAT IS SO GODDAMNED IMPORTANT?
PROSECUTOR
You’ve got a piece of mustard right... (touching the Defense Attorney’s shirt) there
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(stammers incoherently, too furious to get the words out

ACT II
Scene 1
Aiden and his DEFENSE ATTORNEY stand together in a large courtroom. The JUDGE from
earlier sits in his chair with a disapproving look on his face. The courtroom is full of spectators
and journalists eagerly snapping pictures and taking notes.
BAILIFF
(shouting to be heard above the noise) ALL RISE FOR THE MOST HONORABLE JUDGE, HIS
MAGNIFICENCE AND LORD OF THIS COURTROOM, MR. EXALTED ONE HIMSELF,
THE MOST WONDROUS AND AMAZING MASTER OF ALL HE SURVEYS (tears up and
chokes a bit) AND MY BEST FRIEND IN THE ENTIRE WORLD, THE BEST MAN ANYONE
COULD EVER HOPE TO KNOW, JUDGE GREGORY GREY!
Everyone in the courtroom stands except a man in the back in a wheelchair.
BAILIFF
(Angrily) YOU THERE! IN THE BACK! STAND AND SHOW SOME RESPECT! WHAT IN
GOD’S NAME IS WRONG WITH YOU SIR?
MAN IN WHEELCHAIR
My legs are paralyzed, I can’t...
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BAILIFF
(furious) STAND, OR I SHALL HAVE THE POLICE OFFICERS IN THE BACK PICK YOU
UP!

Two police officers pick the man up and hold him between them.
JUDGE
Now that we have that out of the way... (glaring at the man in the wheelchair) Aiden Parker, how
do you plead?
AIDEN
Not guilty
JUDGE
(incredulously) Are you sure?
AIDEN
(in disbelief) I’m sorry?
JUDGE
(hesitantly) Are you absolutely sure that you want to do that? Do you really think it’s wise?
AIDEN
(with barely contained rage) Yes. I do.
JUDGE
Well then, if you’re sure. The State may call its first witness.
PROSECUTOR
The State calls Officer Jonson to the stand.
BAILIFF
Place your right hand on the bible. Do you swear to tell the truth the whole truth and absolutely
whatever is necessary to help the Government’s case?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Objection! This is absurd!
JUDGE
Overruled
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
You can’t be serious!
JUDGE
I can and I am. Be quiet.
PROSECUTOR
Thank you, Your Honor. Mr. Jonson, how do you know the defendant?
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OFFICER JONSON
A few weeks ago, I saw him on the street late at night holding a dangerous weapon.
PROSECUTOR
Can you describe this weapon?
OFFICER JONSON
It appeared to be a yellow-tinted gun. When I confronted Mr. Parker and asked him to drop the
weapon, I saw that it was much worse. He was holding a category 4 fruit-based weapon
PROSECUTOR
In terms the jury can understand, please?
OFFICER JONSON
He was holding a banana.
The JUDGE and jury appear shocked, one woman in the jury faints
PROSECUTOR
(feigning shock) I’m sorry. He was holding what?
OFFICER JONSON
Yeah you heard me. A banana.
PROSECUTOR
And how did you respond to this fruit-based threat, officer?
OFFICER JONSON
I was terrified for a second. Then I thought back to my academy training on diffusing fruit-weapon situations.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
Objection! Again, this is absurd!
JUDGE
(angrily)Overruled. And I would thank you not to interrupt the officer while he is speaking!
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(annoyed)You mean I can’t object to blatant abuse of the court proceedings?
JUDGE
NO! Now stop trying to stall this trial!
PROSECUTOR
Officer Jonson, what happened next?
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OFFICER JONSON
I drew my gun and ordered Mr. Parker to drop the weapon. When he turned around in an aggressive manner, I became afraid for my life and shot him twice in the chest.
The action pauses as AIDEN speaks
AIDEN
(to the audience, shouting, with sudden fury) He was afraid? Does the law operate on feelings
now? (pause)This isn’t fair! Maybe it’s stupid to expect life to be fair, and maybe out there
(pointing to the door) that’s okay, but not here! (pause) Not now! And maybe I’m just naive, but
in these four walls, under this roof, in front of Lady Liberty, if ever there was a time, if ever there
was a place to be naive it’s here (points down at the ground, emphasizing his point)! (breathing
heavily) Idealism is a luxury in the real world, but here? Here it’s everything. If holding a man’s
life in your hands isn’t the time to appeal to your highest values, then when? Where?
PROSECUTOR
Thank you for your brave testimony, Officer. The State calls Aiden Parker to the stand.
Aiden walks to the stand
BAILIFF
Place your right hand on this Bible. Do you swear to tell the truth the whole truth and omit absolutely any unnecessary words in your own defense?
AIDEN
(annoyed) This is a joke, right?
JUDGE
(furious) IS THIS TRIAL A JOKE TO YOU? IS ANYTHING ABOUT THIS FUNNY TO YOU?
AIDEN
(angry) You can’t actually expect me to agree not to defend myself, do you?
JUDGE
It’s the same oath everyone takes!
AIDEN
(angry) I just heard Officer Jonson swear to say, “absolutely whatever is necessary to help the
Government’s case.”
JUDGE
Stop trying to confuse this court and take the damn oath!
AIDEN
(with newfound confidence) You know what? No. I’m not taking the oath. I’m not sitting here and
letting you people put me through this ridiculous trial. I can see that I’m not going to find any
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justice here. If you’re going to convict me for a crime as insane as “fruit-based assault” there’s
nothing I can do to stop you, but I don’t have to play along with it.
PROSECUTOR
(ignoring Aiden) Where were you on the night in question?
AIDEN
(in disbelief) Did you not just hear what I was saying? I’M NOT DOING THIS ANYMORE. No
more questions, no more of this insanity. Just leave me alone and let me get on with my life!
PROSECUTOR
So, I hear you saying that you admit to attacking Officer Jonson?
AIDEN
(to the audience) They’re talking about me like I’m not even here. (pounds his chest, and rests his
finger on his wrist, shaking it at the audience) My heart is still beating! (exhales loudly) My lungs
are still breathing! (with desperation) I’M STILL HERE! (pause) I’M STILL HERE! It’s easier
to forget that, isn’t it? (looking around the room) If I’m not here, if it’s all facts, and numbers,
and reports and laws with letters but no spirit, it’s easy then; it’s easy! If they looked into my
eyes, and saw themselves reflected back in them, how easy would it be for them then? Justice is
hard work, judging people and having to live with your decision at the end of the day is the hardest thing there is! It’s supposed to hurt! And if it doesn’t, then either you’re broken, or the system
is. (to the PROSECUTOR, furious)If being shot is somehow a crime now, then yes, I plead guilty.
I’M GUILTY OF BEING SHOT FOR NO GODDAMN REASON. Whatever you people think it
is that I did, I’m guilty of. Whatever imaginary law I broke I PLEAD GUILTY TO IT!
PROSECUTOR
(shrugging)Well, you heard him, he’s guilty.
JUDGE
If you admit to the crime, then I have no choice but to sentence you here and now. Aiden Parker,
in light of your fruit-based crimes against humanity, I sentence you to be beaten with bananas
until you die. I hope this punishment is cruel enough and sufficiently unusual to discourage this
kind of crime in the future.
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
(furious)DAMN IT!
AIDEN
What are you so mad about?
DEFENSE ATTORNEY
That’s the third time this week...
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End Scene I

Scene 2
AIDEN sits alone in the prison cell seen at the beginning of the play. He is holding a notebook
and is writing silently.
Enter a PRIEST holding a Bible and chanting softly.
PRIEST
(in an Irish accent) Are you ready to lighten your soul before the big day?
AIDEN
(with cold, dead eyes) Do you know what it’s like being a fruit-criminal in jail?
PRIEST
Well, no...
AIDEN
Have you ever passed a group of big, scary looking guys covered in swastika tattoos and been
pelted with fruit?
PRIEST
Can’t say that I have...
AIDEN
It eats at you man. It takes a little piece of you away. And then another, and then another. Like
cutting slices out of an apple.
PRIEST
Oh dearie me. You’re a bit gone in the head, aren’t you, boyo?
AIDEN
Look what I had to do to join a gang! LOOK!
Aiden shows the PRIEST his right arm where he’s carved a small picture of a banana
GUARD
(interjecting dubiously) Well, why’d you go and do that, then? A tattoo’d done just as well!
PRIEST
(with grandiosity) A tattoo just doesn’t have the respectability of a carving, though.
GUARD
(shaking his head) Now, I’ve had some tattoos in my day, let me tell you, they’re no picnic!
AIDEN follows the conversation incredulously
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PRIEST
Let me tell you, boyo: if I see a man with a tattoo, it’s not going to strike fear into my heart. But a
man who’s carved a picture into his arm? That’s someone you don’t want to pick a fight with.
AIDEN
Not that I want to interrupt, but can we get back to our conversation. You know, (exaggerated,
sarcastic) the last one before I’m executed?
GUARD
(waving his arm) Just a second, there. Father, no disrespect, but I gotta disagree with you here.
If I see a guy who’s carved a picture into his arm, sure I’m gonna think he’s a little wacko, but
mainly just stupid. My first thought is gonna be “why ain’t he got the brains to know that a tattoo
works just as well, and doesn’t make him cut into himself?”
PRIEST
Sure, sure. I see where you’re coming from, but I still think the carving... (Aiden coughs loudly,
drawing the PRIEST’s attention) (sigh)Alrighty then, boyo. Keep your pants on. We’re going to
have to finish this discussion another time.
Exit GUARD
PRIEST
You know, that was quite rude.
AIDEN
But, you were the one ignoring...
PRIEST
(tapping his wrist, miming a watch) Look, boyo, I’ve got three other prisons to visit today
AIDEN
(spreading his hands) So, aren’t you going to read something from the bible or...
PRIEST
(opening his Bible) I suppose I can find something relevant to your situation...
AIDEN
What in the Bible could possibly be relevant? I’ve seen a lot of crazy things recently, but that
would take the cake.
PRIEST
(happily) Oh, Lord me yes! There is! The book of Matthew has a section on the punishment
fruit-sinners receive in hell that’ll put your heart crossways for sure!
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AIDEN
(shaking his head) I don’t think I can take any more of this. I have a lot to do for tomorrow. Get
myself ready and whatnot.
PRIEST
(shutting the Bible) Well, good luck to ya all the same.
The PRIEST leaves the cell and Aiden returns to writing in his book.
End Scene

Scene 3
Aiden is taking “the long walk” past all of the cells in the prison. Each prisoner he passes pelts
him with a different fruit. He is walking between two PRISON GUARDS.
AIDEN
Do they have to throw apples? Those things hurt.
PRISON GUARD 1
SHUT UP! They can do whatever they want.
One prisoner throws a carrot at Aiden.
PRISON GUARD 2
HEY! YOU! No vegetables, what does he look like, an animal?
A group of prison guards appear at the end of the corridor, brandishing bananas.
PRISON GUARD 1
Any last words?
AIDEN
Gentlemen! You are about to see a bruised banana.
The prison guards surround Aiden and begin to hit him with their bananas. The curtain falls
with Aiden’s muffled shouts of “like a banana split! Get it? Banana split!” echoing in the background.
(END ACT)
(CURTAIN)
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Lance Nizami

august, 94306
Welcome to the summer of our discontent
Our aggravation grows with each successive sunrise
The heat, the heat, the vigor-sapping heat
We hope for cooling rain; it does not fall
California, when shall we see rain
Pollution falls upon us, but not rain
Pollen falls upon us, but not rain
Bad news falls upon us, but not rain
Grey clouds pass, remaining grey; no moisture given-down
We hide indoors in dimness, we tap our keyboards long ‘til night
We pray for clear night skies, but come the clouds
Yet not a drop of rain will fall in California
California; here we never see a drop of rain
Dust we get; dioxide, pollen yet; no drops of rain
Pollution fills our air, and thought-pollution fills our minds
We call it stress: it comes from endless work
Our minds are warmed and warmed and warmed again
We burn the mid-day oil that powers minds
Our sweated moisture goes to somewhere else; it blows to East
And so we run the vaporizers, place wet towels on our heads
We hear a rumbling far away; we hope the sound is thunder
But no: it’s fireworks, far across the Bay
Here, in State so tinder-dry, it’s fireworks
Fireworks, far across the Bay; explosive heat across the Bay
All heat, all heat; the vigor-sapping heat
Our aggravation grows with each successive sunrise
Welcome to the summer of our discontent.
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jamie hudalla

jamey

He’s a geologist with an affinity for George Michael
And awkward dance moves.
He hates Oasis and cider,
But he buys you one and belts out how
Maybe, you’ll be the one to save him.
Your wandering gazes catch and tangle,
Like your fingers as he twirls you
And the world spins a little faster
While you fall in love with life
And leave the boy.
After all,
You share navy knitwear, the same name,
And the knowledge that you will never see each other again.
But you look for him in the windows of the Piccadilly line,
Outside Paddington station,
In the booths of Pret a Manger.
You look for the idea of someone
Who is serendipity.
Your one
Be-all
End-all
Bump-in.
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Kira Leadholm

Pomegranates
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marker on paper and collage

Zoe Omoragbon

Shadows and predators

Hunger engulfed me in the forest; my stomach turned my head and moved my legs to
search for a way to satisfy its craving. After every berry, beans, and pasta I picked up, I heard
footsteps appear and disappear. I put them in my basket and pushed the leaves out of my way to
look for animals and water. When I saw a lone beef in the forest, I could smell the beef baking in
my oily pan filled with diced onion with a sprinkle of oregano, minced garlic, and other spices.
My mouth watered only for a second.
A shadow ran across the forest, leaving only a stoned path behind and I jumped back, tore
a leaf from the tree, and covered my mouth.
1
2
3
I glanced back at the path I came from and saw shadows disperse, eyes behind leaves. I
threw away the leaf and avoided both pathways. The predators come from the shadows; I must
find another way.
I saw whimpering houselights faraway. Houses had meat, light, paper, and probably people. I took out my phone from my purse and looked at my contact list: mom, grandmother, brother, my boss, coworker, and friends.
I used to meet with these people, laugh, talk, and argue with them. I would walk with them
on the street; the lamps would shine brightly at night and we could visit any store; they were always open and always stocked with different items: fruits, nuts, meat, lentils, beans, frozen delicacies. The AC brought smoothing cold weather just like today and I would plug in my earphone
to listen to the music, not looking to avoid shadows and hunting for the essentials. I would smile
at some people at the same place and time and we go on our different ways, belly full and thirst
satisfied.
“Are you okay?” A message from a friend faraway.
“Good. How about you?” I replied as my foot stamped a pathway on the sparkling ground.
Ever since the predators came, the rest of humanity became obsessed with water; sprinkle some
water here, sprinkle some water there. Make it shiny, make it clean, and the predators won’t
catch you. That was the new mantra for the people.
“Good.” A new message popped up on my phone. “How’s your hunt going? Have you
found any paper?”
I came across a small water well; a sparkle of oasis in this oddly serene forest. I let the water clean my hands as I watched a single chicken wander about and disappear into the depths of
the forest. Then another. Then another.
A shadow of a human ran after the chicken. Then another.
I shook my hands and kept watch on the horde chickens dancing in the forest, inviting me
to take them down, cook them over the fire, season them, and serve them with the small box of
rice I’ve found two weeks ago.
“Not yet, but I have to,” I texted and ran after the chickens.
1
2
3
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I stopped about 10 meters away from the shadows. They surrounded dead chickens like
wild animals. I couldn’t tell shadows from shadows apart; they appeared and disappeared, some
screeched like some wild red fox, some didn’t.
My phone vibrated. I ignored it and circled around the shadows. Footsteps circled around
me too, everyone waiting for the moment to attack and seize what will be theirs. When did my life
become a survival movie?
I loved people but hated the shadows. They used to be people, but I didn’t care what they
used to be or always were. They took everything away from me without a care and realization.
Hoarded up piles of essentials items: food, paper, water, everything. I understood that the predators were hunting them too, but it seemed like they forgot about us. That humanity needed to
survive as well.
I saw some of the shadows disperse and took my chance. I ran towards the dead chickens,
picked up one, no two, no three chickens and walked away. I examined my surroundings – there
were no shadows around – and took off my mask. Whether the predators found me or not, I
wouldn’t know. They are invisible to the eyes and loves to take their time in devouring and following people.
They invaded Earth only a couple months ago, but it feels like it’s been years. Waking up,
eating food, the leftovers, and going out to hunt every two weeks, then go back, and repeat.
I felt my phone vibrate and I glanced at it. Another message from my friend. I can reply
later, I thought as I checked if there are any other ingredients I need. Paper of course, but like
usually, there isn’t any. That’s the first thing the shadows usually come for and I refuse to become
one of them; wake up dawn to horde up everything at first light.
I will never be like them who took away my place and future and left us out here for the
predators to take us. Don’t they know that the predators go for the groups first? So what’s the
point in overcrowding everything for paper when it can mean death for them all?
“No, but I’ve found chicken!” I texted back as I browsed through my text histories.
Before the shadows took over Earth, I made plans with my friends to hang out and talk
about nothings. The predators were lurking by even then, but the civilization was not lost and
there were no shadows.
They reminded me what reality once was when I met with them, talked, laughed, and
argued with them. I wore casual, semi-casual, or formal clothes when I met up with them. Now I
wore pajamas at home and casually outside. My phone was the only thing connecting me to civilization. That people still existed; they were simply hiding like me.
I saw a gate with the words “EXIT” written on it and a person standing by it. I put on my
mask and walked towards it. Many shadows were waiting in line to go through it. Up close, they
really looked like humans. They were casual clothes with a basket in their hands and a mask covering their face.
When it was my turn, a person was standing by the exit. She looked through my basket
and said,
“That would be 50 dollars.”
***
On my way home, I saw multiple shadows inside houses; they had lamps and lights, toilet
paper, and food with them; a horde of them. They danced around the light like they are mocking
the people. Like they are laughing that while humanity is in hiding and starving, they have everything: meals, paper, water, light.

At least I was able to find meat this time, I thought as I walked inside my apartment and
brought inside each of my items one by one. I heard whisperings nearby, so I sped up and ran
inside. I tore off my mask and put on some music to keep my mind off their cruelty. I turned on
the light and danced to my kitchen to make my spaghetti. The scents of oregano, basil, and thyme
filled up my apartment as I cooked.
The shadows watched me from outside and cried.
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Natalie mora

Arts and Crafts on Saturday Mornings
I rediscovered these arthritic
picture frames last night that
reanimated forgotten images of my
youth. You know, the
ones born from the stained bones
of drug-store popsicles
and held
together by
cheap, weary glue and amber memories.
My mother told me nothing was
too broken to repurpose and use for
freckling the naked borders.
Three buttons
here.
Two seashells
and a detached
soda cap
there.
See that
old earring?
Add that on too.
A creation even its creator
would find difficult to love.
Now, as I hold this reclusive history
in my hands,
it’s hard to tell if I’m looking
at a frame
or looking into a mirror.
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Alejandro Meza-Aguilar

Cresent La Virgen
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Tunisia Dorionne

The Forest of Nonbinary People
Somewhere out in the backwoods’a Minnesota they got this forest of nonbinary people
and the trees there don’t have sexual organs in their knotholes like they usually do
and they don’t answer to ‘sir’ or ‘ma’am’ and in fact they don’t say anything at all
which is odd because the trees I grew up with always had a lot to say on the subject of
and they got this church in the middle of the forest and if you walk inside they got eggs
the pews are full’a eggs in tiny clothes and there’s an egg at the pulpit dressed like a vicar
and the nonbinary people don’t go inside but they got this moa bird egg painted to look like
Jesus
and the nonbinary people don’t go inside but if you look under the waterfall you’ll find
a gender-neutral bathroom with all kinds’a toilets.
And the pine trees ’round these parts each got a blonde wig up top
and they’re hung with empty soda cans so they rattle when they crawl along the ground
’cause they got more legs than they know what to do with and a lot more wings.
And some’a the toilets are designed for the trees with the legs and wings and they spin in the air
and keep gettin’ smaller and smaller and there’s a voice that comes from the toilet
and it sounds like David Letterman and it sounds like your Aunt Gloria when she’s drunk
and the showerhead in the gender-neutral bathroom
shoots bullets.
And anyway I’m writin’ to tell you that the nonbinary people left the forest goin’ down Route 11
and when they got past Beaver River I could see that they had penny whistles and wore capes
and they carried extension cords and blue PVC pipes and they all looked kinda like a young
Bette Midler
and they said they’re headed your way, Josh.
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Leann Labra

miss me

because things with mass tend to seem more whole
unlike thoughts, more like gas,
everything is so fleeting
my memory,
once petrified in flesh
now an alka seltzer in a glass cup
dissolving into the everythings around us
and at times I wonder what my mother will say at my eulogy,
will she lament a daughter,
will she scorn a forlorn faggot,
will she comfort my wife,
and tell her she’s sorry for pouring
biblical lye
gnawing at us
until you could pour me
as soup in a whiskey glass.
I wonder if I will ever be more than foreclosed remains
shut the doors and bar my ribcage
as dust meets dust
shoveled atop my mahogany ceiling
the vehicle for my final exodus
Lord, cries out my leathered skin, don’t leave me emptied.
To everyone else,
			just please-
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larry handy

Story Number 1: Mrs. Meriwether

1000 cranes

“He who loses his dreaming is lost.”
—Australian Aborigine
act i. greetings
Jeff Baucus didn’t want the burden of his mother-in-law moving in so he sent her to a
retirement home where the old go to die. His wife Sidney had been depressed since her father
died. Her mother Lilly was bound to a wheelchair. Though she hated the idea at first of sending
her mother away she realized that taking care of 3 daughters and an elderly parent was too much
work. A burden.
At Bradley-Bell Retirement home you went to die. There were 75 seniors living there.
Lilly’s first day was frightening. “We’ll come to see you every week, mom.” And that particular
promise was kept for about a week. Soon the visits went from every week to every other week and
then to only once a month.
The Jr. High School children from the local Christian school came to Bradley-Bell every
Thursday to sing to the old folks and play bingo with them and ballroom dance with them. And
every Thursday Lilly watched from her wheelchair. She couldn’t have any pets except fish and
birds but she didn’t want fish and birds.
Her next room neighbor Helena Bradbury had a grandson named Simon who would come
by on his skateboard every afternoon faithfully to visit. Simon began running grocery errands
for Lilly as well. She paid him $25. Sometimes she just needed someone young to talk to. Young
people have a power of keeping old people alive.
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Simon was able to do this for quite awhile until his grandmother finally died of a stroke.
Soon after, he stopped coming by Bradley-Bell to run errands for Lilly. And she was alone again.
Every friend she made at Bradley-Bell she outlived. One died every 5 months. Retirement homes
had that effect. When you are around sickness and death you get sick and you die.
Studying the calendar became a strange hobby for Lilly. She stared at it, marking off days.
She read the calendar as if it were a novel or a magazine, looking at the future represented by
squares and numbers. Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, New Years, these were times she would
spend with her family, time away from Bradley-Bell. Her birthday she would spend at the retirement home, her family coming to visit her. Elderly and widowed and in a wheelchair this would
be the rest of her life.
In her young life she played tennis and was a ballerina. She kicked high and with grace.
By the time she turned 50 her arthritis worsened and through the years the cartilage in her knees
wore down until it eventually became a bone on bone issue.
Bradley-Bell was a prison where everyone smiled. You met everyone on your first day. The
workers gave you a welcome tour. It was a way to help you feel comfortable with your surroundings. One by one they took you to meet each inmate until by the end of the week all faces had seen
your face—those without dementia actually remembering your face.
Helen Nakamura was the newbie. She was the only “Oriental” of Bradley-Bell. “Orientals”

have a very un-American way of not sending their elderly parents to retirement homes. Their
parents actually lived with them and their children, multigenerational homes being a reality. But,
by outliving her husband and son it created an “un-Oriental” situation for her forcing her into
the status of inmate. Helen Nakamura moved into Helena Bradbury’s old room that had been
vacant for a long time. Farewell Helena hello Helen and Lilly now had a new next room neighbor.
In the recreation room there was pool and ping pong and even pinball. For those not committed to “recreate” there was the garden area where there were chairs and chess and chitchatting. Music was a common pleasure at Bradley-Bell. None of that loud crazy young person’s music. Just Bach and Charlie Parker and Stravinsky and Miles— cool Miles, not fusion Miles—and
occasionally the Beach Boys.
Lilly wheeled her chair around the rec-room, Miles Davis’ song “So What” was in the air.
She couldn’t dance but she could spin in circles, still full of life. She didn’t like the idea of electric
scooters, she loved using her shoulders and hands. For those that could remember her name it
was the familiar greetings of: “Hey there, Lilly”, “Afternoon Ms. Meriwether”. The hip oldsters
even shouted out, “What’s happening.”
Rolling out of the recreation room and into the garden area was like turning a page. A well
landscaped lawn with a Victorian fountain, it was a pleasant place to keep one’s sanity or loose
it. Olga Peara, the former soloist whose music was featured in dozens of obscure Italian films, sat
under the oak in the west end of the garden playing her viola. Her audience always consisted of
the same three ladies. Rolling past Olga, Lilly came to a table where she watched an entire checker match being played with chess pieces. Next to that odd arrangement, sat Helen Nakamura the
newcomer folding pieces of paper rather rapidly.
She had a unique gift of looking off into the distance, her eyes wandering in all directions
except where her hands were. She turned simple sheets of paper into intricate birds, all sizes of
cranes.
“You make one thousand of these and your wish will come true,” she said to Lilly who
she never looked at. She seemed to just sense that she was around, or maybe she just heard the
squeaking of the wheelchair wheels.
“Is that Oriental?” Lilly asked.
“It’s Japanese. It’s origami. Oriental is for rugs,” Helen responded shutting her eyes. Her
fingers moved rapidly.
“What city in Japan were you born in?” Lilly asked.
“Cincinnati. Ohio. United States of America,” Helen answered. “What city in Japan were
you born in?” she returned the question to Lilly.
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.” Helen finished folding a crane and added it to the pile of birds on her left.
“Are you trying to make a wish?” Lilly asked.
“Sure am. I wish I could get the hell out of here.”
“You must keep your grandchildren entertained with your paper folding.”
“I don’t have any grandkids.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“Do you do Taikey as well? That’s something I’d like to learn. I wonder if they have it for
people in wheelchairs.”
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“You mean the Taiko drums? No, I don’t play those. I suppose people in
wheelchairs could play them. I don’t know. They’re very large. You have to hit them with both
arms and at the same time not be able to roll away in your chair.”
“I didn’t know there were any drums used. I thought you just moved your arms around
like you were swimming in the air. I see Oriental Japanese do it all the time on television when
they are in the park. They all move in unison sort of like ballet. It’s so beautiful.”
Helen finished another crane. She opened her eyes, stared at Lilly and shook her head.
“Taikey?
You mean Tai Chi?”
“Is that what it’s called?”
Helen never answered back.
“Why do you close your eyes when you fold the paper?” Lilly asked. “Because I’m wishing. I close my eyes when I make a wish. And Tai Chi is Chinese not Japanese. And Oriental is for
rugs.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“Do you think you can teach me how to make those?”
“No.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
Lilly left Helen to fold her cranes at the table. The rest of the day carried on as it was
meant to carry on.
Back in her room she went through old photographs of her ballet days, her tennis
days. Darn that wheel chair. Darn those knees. Memories of better days made her sick, and that
evening, she didn’t eat when the rest of the inmates of Bradley-Bell ate.
The next morning she saw Helen at the same table in the garden folding more cranes.
“What can I pay you to teach me how to do that?” Lilly asked. “The errand boy who used
to skateboard around here I paid him $25 dollars.”
“You should find him and pay him to teach you,” Helen replied. “He wasn’t Oriental.”
“Neither am I. Oriental is a rug. I’m American.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“Can I at least watch you?”
“Yes, but from far away.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
Helen’s fingers were quick and mechanical. She folded paper as if she were
crocheting. Lilly motioned her fingers in the air while watching her, trying to pick up the folds. 		
Though Helen’s eyes were closed the entire time, deep in her wish-trance, she could tell what was
going on. The next day and the next day after were the same.
“Keep saying Oriental without talking about a rug and you will never learn how to fold
wishing cranes from me.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“What shall I call you then?”

“Friend. And then act like it.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“I brought some paper of my own. I’ve been practicing a little in my room. I
kind of have it.” Lilly showed Helen a few folds. “It’s tricky.”
Helen shook her head. “This isn’t about paper planes. This is about paper birds. Here,
let me show you the right way. You can fold one bird in twenty five folds.” Helen took out a new
piece of paper and began folding. “Watch me, I’ll fold slow so you can see. Watch! And then I’ll
give you a paper and then we will fold slowly and together.”
After folding 6 cranes together, Lilly got more proficient.
“You need special paper to fold cranes, you know,” Helen said. “But you can use any paper
except the kind you wipe your butt with.”
Another day in the garden ended, and Lilly rolled back into her room. She began folding
paper cranes while listening to her favorite music, while looking at old photographs, while sitting
in silence. She kept folding until her fingers began to stiffen. She feared for her hands as she had
once feared for her knees, the knees that got her in the wheel chair. “I wish I could walk without
hurting. I wish I could run. I wish I could dance. I wish I didn’t need this damn chair!” Though
her fingers stiffened she kept folding until she fell asleep at her desk.

act ii. beatings
It took a rainy day to keep them out of the garden. Only the truly insane stood in the rain...
with the watchful eye of the orderlies, of course. There were people like Mr. Murray who would
stand in the center of the garden lawn holding a black umbrella. He loved puddles. He loved
ripples. He lost his wife and his right leg. People like the Evans twins. Elsa and Eunice both 67,
both in the same retirement home, both were married to the same man but at different times. A
total rarity. They both loved the scent of a wet day. Everyone else at Bradley-Bell crowded into
the recreation room when it rained. A few sat on the front porch but never too long. Folks liked to
admire the sound of rain from inside their shelter
Helen and Lilly hadn’t become real close until it rained.
“I have a large table in my room we can fold our cranes there.” Lilly said.
Helen kept her origami papers in a briefcase. She stepped foot inside Lilly’s room for the first
time and shook her head.
“You don’t take your shoes off inside?”
“Why? Do you want me to?”
“I just thought that Orientals—oh. Never mind.” Helen gave Lilly a mean look.
“Sorry.” Lilly said.
“Go on, say it.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“I love the sound of rain.”
“It can be both distracting and fulfilling at the same time. When you fold cranes
on a rainy day, you think more about the rain than you think about your wish. But then anything
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from nature is good. Rain is good.”
“Your mind never wanders when you fold?”
“Never! I only fold and think about my wish. That’s why I can fold with my eyes shut.”
“How many cranes have you folded so far?” “644!”
“That seems so much like a lot.”
“It is.”
“And you’ve folded each crane with your eyes closed?” “Yes!”
“Why are you always yelling when you speak?”
“Why are you always asking questions when you speak?” “Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
Outside the window the rain would beat and then it would pound and then it would tap
and then it would brush and then it would shower and then it would splash and then it would sort
of sing and the wind would howl and add to it. The skies really wept.
“Set yourself a goal,” Helen said to Lilly. “Do 1000 cranes in one season. Winter
is coming. There are 3 months December, January, February. 11 cranes a day by the end of winter, you’ll have a 1000. Spring is good for new beginnings. Things bloom in the spring. If you wish
hard enough your wish will bloom in the spring. But you must put your mind to it.”
“Do you have to make 1000 cranes by yourself?” Lilly asked. “Can’t you have someone to
help you to fold? Someone helping you to help make your wish come true?”
“No! You have to do it all by yourself. It’s like a quest. A personal journey. When your
fingers hurt from folding, when you cut them on the edge of the paper, wish harder! Pain puts
power into the wish.”
“What about laugher?”
“No laugher—just shut up and keep folding!”
“Oh.”
Lilly could not shut her eyes to fold. It was too much of an unreal thing to do. Her mind
would wander off into other things. The sound of the rain. How it reminded her of her childhood
in Missouri where she’d sit on her father’s lap while they both sat on the porch. Rain would bead
on a leaf then after enough beads the leaf would bend and the droplets rolled off. As a young
girl she feared the rain until her father sat and watched it with her. He wanted her to love the
rain, love the fear away. These were years and decades—it seemed like a century ago—but felt
like only a week. The picture on her wall of her dancing in contrast to the wheel chair she was in
strengthened her focus and she folded with more intensity.
Helen was methodical. She seemed to keep in rhythm with the rain and the
lightning that followed. After folding 4 cranes, lightning would strike at the exact moment she
finished every succeeding crane. 25 folds. Done. Lightning. 25 folds. Done. Lightning. And then
again and then again.
“I like your room,” Helen said breaking the silence. “It’s not as clean as the garden outside
but I like it.” She finished a crane and thunder rolled. She took another piece of paper and began
folding. Rain beat even harder. She shut her eyes and breathed.
“Thank you.” Lilly said.
Helen finished another crane and lightning struck again.
“I’m going to finish 1000 by the beginning of spring,” Lilly said. “Do it!”
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***

Two days before Thanksgiving, Lilly got a call from her daughter asking her to
join the family for the holidays. She hadn’t heard from her daughter in months. Granted, it
would only be for the weekend and she would have to sleep in the living room on the fold away
bed, but it was better than spending the holidays alone. She took her daughter up on the offer.
4 minutes after the conversation with her daughter, Lilly heard a knock at the door. It was Helen.
“Do you want to go to a restaurant for Thanksgiving? I like Soul food. It’s the closest
American food to Oriental food. But don’t call me Oriental—that word is for rugs. And it’s called
Soul food not Negro food.”
“My daughter just called and invited me to spend Thanksgiving with the family.
I’m going to see my grandkids.”
“Oh.” Helen said in a low voice. Her eyes moved to the direction of the floor. “I’m sorry.
We can go have dinner when I get back from my daughter’s.”
“I’m going to fold some more cranes in my room.” She left.
But she didn’t fold anything. Helen sat in her room and stared out the window as
did many of the other residents of Bradley-Bell. *
Thanksgiving came.
“Let me help with the cooking.”
“No mom, I’ve got it. Besides, Jeff will help.”
“Oh what does he know about cooking?”
Thanksgiving came and Lilly sat in the corner of the living room while everyone
helped prepare the meal. She wasn’t allowed even to open the can of cranberry sauce. The
Thanksgiving Day parade was on television. Parades never change. No matter how much films
have changed or music or even what people eat—who would have ever thought Americans would
be eating raw fish?—parades never changed. Music, costumes and floats one after the other. Then
a bad smell filled the house. It was something burning. Her son-in-law Jeff had burned the pumpkin pie.
“Oh God! Sorry! Sorry!” Lilly didn’t mind for the pie. She preferred apple to pumpkin
anyway. The only awful thing was that the pie was on fire and not the son-in-law. There was nothing to do except watch television and wait for dinner. For some reason she felt more free at the
retirement home than with her family. She shut her eyes like a Buddhist. But did what old people
do when there is nothing to do. Take a nap.
...
“Wake up, grandma! Wake up! It’s time to eat.”
At the dinner table she sat in silence staring at her family. As ridiculous at it sound the paper cranes were more of a family to her. They listened. Though they were paper, though they had
no brains, no voice, no pulse they listened and treated her with the respect. They didn’t through
her away. She told them her dreams in each folded crease.
Lilly grew annoyed with the table. There was nothing to give thanks for. In a few days her
family would send her back to Bradley-Bell. Everything about her son-in-law’s face annoyed her.
His eyes. He had a wild man’s eyes. Blue eyes like hers but icy eyes. He had a maniac’s eyes. His
red face annoyed her. The color of a guilty peach. A sissy’s blush. And his balding hair that he
kept trying to hide by getting a stupid looking crew cut. Didn’t work. He was the cause of her being shipped off to that retirement home. She grew annoyed with her daughter for also letting her
go. She didn’t raise her to be so weak, so vulnerable, so insensitive, she must have learned that
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in college or back backing through Europe or something. Never under her roof. Never under the
roof she and her husband sacrificed for.
“Mom how’s everything? The food taste alright?”
“Fine honey. Thank you.”
No it wasn’t. It was never fine.
Her three granddaughters, so beautiful and a joy to be around reminded her of
how old she was. How strange the world was becoming. The three of them moved too quickly,
they spoke too quickly; they used new slang words she wasn’t up to date with. They played with
strange technologies. The world wasn’t slow anymore and her granddaughters were the living
prancing sign.
Her friend Helen was blunt, and raised her voice when she spoke but after being called
Oriental times over who wouldn’t yell? At least Helen cared about her.
Being alone is not sad. All of those folks at the retirement home who have no family to go
home to, no loved ones to spend the holidays with are in luck. Being alone is good. Especially if
they have a coward for a daughter and an idiot for a son-in-law. Who wants to eat with a coward
and an idiot anyhow? Right? It’s better to be alone. It’s better to stare at the wall than to stare
at how they chew large portions of turkey and pie —grazing at the dinner table. Turkeys eating
turkey.
When dinner was over she told her daughter she wanted to go back to Bradley- Bell. When
her daughter asked why she simply said “I miss my cranes.”
Instead of shopping during black Friday, they took grandma back home.
“So how was your Thanksgiving?” Helen asked. They joined each other in the garden
again.
“I brought you some leftovers if you want. Lots of Turkey slices, dressing, potato salad, no
pie.”
“I’m not big on potato salad or dressing. I’ll take the turkey though.”
“Well, I got plenty of it. Consolation prize. How was your Oriental Negro food?” “Soul
food. I didn’t have any. I didn’t want to go by myself. I just ate with the
others here. The kids from the school all served us lunch for Thanksgiving. I took extra portions
that I shouldn’t have and saved it for dinner.”
“Did you fold any cranes?”
“No.”
“Me neither. I used to love holidays.”
“I love the smell of Christmas. Did you hear they’re putting up a new tree in a
couple of days?”
“How come you’re not yelling at me anymore? You normally yell when you
speak.”
“Well, can’t you see? I’m getting old. I’m too tired.”
“You’re getting old? You’re already old.” Lilly began folding her first crane of
the day. Helen took out a piece of origami paper from her case, she shut her eyes and started
wishing away with each fold. “No matter what,” Lilly continued, “the next two holidays I’m staying here. Both Christmas and New Years. No matter how much they beg me to visit them.”
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act iii. fleetings
The first day of the last month of the year came and Bradley–Bell smelled different. Cinnamon and ginger and allspice. It was time for yuletide. Another Christmas season, another end of
the year. Another 12 months. Another giant tree in the lobby another angel on top. Another batch
of college students from Christian schools who need ministry/charity credit for a class so they are
sent to visit lonely old people. Another batch of child carolers. Santa Claus even takes a break
from the local mall to spend time with the old-timers. Another holiday fruitcake—yes, people still
eat that, even old-timers with no teeth. They don’t bite the hard part they “gum” the hard part.
Another holiday soundtrack on repeat. Same songs, different versions of the same songs, different
voices singing same songs in different versions. Another batch of non-alcoholic eggnog, and another chance to smuggle the good stuff in your room.
--“These places are like pounds. Pounds for people. Dogs get put to sleep, people
get put to rest. That’s why they call these places rest homes.”
“Let’s fold cranes.”
--Twenty days later Lilly got the holiday phone call from her daughter. The mom-Iwish-you-a-Merry-Christmas phone call. The mom we’d love to have you over for Christmas
phone call. “No, honey,” was Lilly’s reply. “The girls and I are going to throw an old ladies ball at
the retirement center,” was lilly’s lie-reply. “We’re going to have a group of young topless muscle men jump out of a Christmas cake and shake their hips for us, too. We’re all so excited about
it” – another Lilly lie-reply. “No honey, I’m serious.” / “Yes, I know.” / “No, honey I am fine.
Thank you for the offer but I am happy being here this holiday.” / “Yes, I am sure.” / “No, I am
not upset about Thanksgiving.” / “No, I love your husband, Jeff. Jeff is an angel. You married a
great man.” / “Tell him that bald spot on the top of his head makes him look distinguished. Like
a senator.” / “He needs to quit that human resources job at the Christian University and run for
politics.” / “Yes.” / “I’ll be okay.” / “No, you don’t have to send me any Christmas gifts” / “I’m
thinking about changing my religion anyway.” / “I’m becoming Jewish.” / “Yes. Jewish. Don’t
they celebrate Kwanzaa?” / “The day after Christmas?” / “Yes, if you’re gonna send me something; send it to me on the 26th.” / “I’ll be sure to get it then.” / “If I’m not hung over from partying with all of those bare-chested fellows—the cake dancers.” / “I know.” / “What do I want for
Kwanzaa? Organ paper.” / “Organ paper. For folding paper cranes.” / “Organ-what? Organ-gami? Whorey-gamey—honey, I’m too old. My tongue can’t pronounce these Oriental words.” /
“Yeah, I love you too, Sydney.” / “Good bye.” / “Tell the kids grandma loves them.” / “Yes.” /
“Kisses back.” / “Bye.” BITCH.
Tomato glazed meat loaf for Christmas. Holiday ham—honey glazed holiday ham. No filet
mignon. Apple cider, egg nog, hot chocolate, yes. No champagne. No half naked men jumping
from a cake just some old-timers moving slow to Benny Goodman. Lots of slices of half eaten
apple pie...and dozens upon dozens of paper cranes. Dozens upon dozens of red and pink paper
cranes, some green ones too. Helen and Lilly’s Cranes. Yuletide made you fold faster. Loneliness
makes you fold faster. It makes your fingers reach for something harmful—a bottle or a needle
or a pill or it can make you reach for a simple piece of paper. Loneliness can make you do things
to that piece of paper. Change it. Make it fly. Give it a head and a tail and wings. Wish after wish.
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Merry Christmas.
“We should start our own business.” “Why?”
“We should sell these cranes.”
“No! No selling!”
“It’s just a thought. Maybe little children would like these.”
“No!”
“Gee, Helen. I thought you stopped yelling.”
“It’s Christmas I deserve one more time to yell! Shut up and keep folding!” “Don’t you
think the name Helen and Lilly’s Cranes sounds like a good
business?”
“No! Fold! Fold, wish, and shut up!” “Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
Christmas night came and when Lilly slept, her finger bones aching from folding so many
birds, she dreamt of taking ordinary paper, crumbling it up into a ball and when she opened her
hands a real bird would be released into the air flying from her palms each time. Each time that
real bird would take a shit on the bald spot of her son-in-law’s head. It was the best dream she
could dream up at the time.
They say that being active makes you younger. The local martial arts academy sent a tai
chi instructor to Bradley-Bell. Out of the 75 seniors only 13 showed for the class. Craig Ho was
the instructor but he went by the name Crane Master Craig the Bionic Chinaman, a name he
gave himself. He was an amputee; his right leg was a metal prosthetic. He could kick with it,
crouch low, and run, he made Lilly’s degenerative arthritis look like a scrape or a bruise. Helen
was intrigued. It was the only day she didn’t fold. Lilly sat in the wheel chair and watched the
thirteen seniors attempt to do Tai Chi. It looked like a bunch of slow Chinese line-dancing to her.
“You can join us if you’d like,” The Bionic Chinaman said. “We have Tai Chi for wheel chair
users, too. Just look at me. Nothing is impossible. Nothing is.” Lilly did the hand movements.
The breathing was the important thing. There was to be Tai Chi in the garden every Tuesday and
Thursday free of charge.
It would be on the eve prior to New Years Eve that Sydney would visit her mother for the
last time. She found her mother in her room doing the thing that gave her the most meaning.
What she had become was a folder of birds. A creaser of cranes. “Mom! Your room!” There was
only one walk way. A trail wide enough for Lilly to use her walker to get from the door where
her wheel chair was parked, to her work desk which sat adjacent to her bed and a trail way that
led to her bathroom—which if she were to start wearing diapers she wouldn’t need to use that
much—she could keep folding and not have to ever use the toilet. Cranes were her life. Cranes
covered the floor outside the boundaries of the walk way. She hung cranes from her ceiling by
strings. Suspended from above, the surrealist marionettes they were. The window was covered
with cranes taped to the glass. She could no longer look out to see the garden. Cranes were on the
toilet, inside the medicine cabinet, on the counter. She slept under them, she slept above them.
Cranes were on the floor under her bed. White ones, red ones, pink ones, yellow ones, aquamarine ones, pastels, mauve cranes, fuchsia birds, birds of multiple paper feathers. “Mom! Your
room!” was all that Sydney could say. Cranes taped to the television screen, cranes taped to the
radio, cold cranes inside the refrigerator, on top of the refrigerator, magnets moved aside for the
cranes that were taped to the outside of the refrigerator.
The warning signs of dementia are social withdrawal, memory loss, repeating the same

words, mood swings, but it wasn’t dementia that moved Lilly to live among the birds.
“Mom! Your room!”
“Come on in. Have a seat.”
“Where?”
“Anywhere. Just move things over.” She didn’t look at her daughter, she just
kept folding.
“What are you doing, mom?”
“Folding paper cranes.”
“I can see that, but what are you doing?”
“Folding paper cranes like I said.”
“I know. I—WHY, mom, why are you folding this many cranes? And you
haven’t even open the other Christmas gifts we sent you.”
“I’ll get to them. Eventually. Don’t rush me. I’m an old lady.”
“Mom, are you feeling okay?”
“Never felt more chipper, dear. Never felt more chipper.” Lilly finished her crane
and tossed it over her shoulder. In the spiritual world the bird actually flew. In the world of flesh
and gravity the paper landed on the floor behind her. She reached for another sheet to fold.
“Mom.”
“Daughter.”
“Mom! Look at me! You’re not looking at me!”
“I’m busy.”
“Mom!” Sydney yelled.
“Daughter!” Lilly yelled back.
“I don’t want you to do this anymore.”
“Do what?”
“Do this, mom. This—this is insane. You can’t even walk in here!” “Has it occurred to you
that I can’t even walk out there?”
“Mom.”
“Why do you keep calling me that?”
“Calling you what?”
“That word ‘mom’. Why?”
“You’re not making any sense.”
“What does anymore? What does?”
“What?” Sydney’s face flushed with tears. “Mom. I just want the best for you.” Lilly finished folding the crane and threw it at her daughter’s face. “Get out!” “Mom?”
“Get out!” she screamed. “Mom?”
“Get out of my nest!” “Mom?!”
“Get out!”
Sydney left startled stepping on the cranes that were on the floor.
Fake world. Selfish scared coward world. Just let me die. Maybe I’m selfish to say this but
just let me die. Somebody dies at least once a season here. Four seasons in one year and someone
dies at least once a season here. I hate it here. I will walk again...I will walk again...I will walk
again...I will walk again...I will walk again...I will walk.
It would be the eve of New Years the final day of the dying year that Helen Nakamura
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would finish 999 cranes. Her wish was to leave Bradley-Bell. Where? She had no plan. She just
knew she would leave. While Lilly folded in the garden in her wheel chair, Helen did what little
Tai Chi moves she remembered.
“Do you believe in God?” Lilly asked.
“No,” Helen retorted. “I believe in cranes. Keep folding. You talk too much.” “I used to
believe in God when I was a girl. That was a long time ago. I married
an atheist. My husband used to say that the only god he believed in was his dog. Because dog is
god spelled backwards or something like that. How come you never talk about your husband, was
he good to you?”
“He’s dead. What good is he to me dead? What more is there to talk about? Keep folding.”
Helen raised her arms and gracefully elongated them in a tai chi posture called crane spreads
wings.
“I know I wasn’t the best mother in world I made mistakes. I wouldn’t let Sydney join the
girl scouts when she wanted to. I sheltered her. I laughed at her when she wanted to go to college.
I was mean to all of her boyfriends. I wouldn’t let her go on school trips, I just wanted her to be
safe that’s all. All those child abductions that were going on. I kept her at home for that reason.
I thought I was doing a good job. I thought. This is maybe how she pays me back. Maybe this is
her revenge. Sticking me in this retirement home. I didn’t used to believe in God because of the
suffering I would see around me. If God existed, how could there be so much suffering? I think
now all of this suffering is making me believe in God. Suffering is so tailor made. So precise. So
ordered. There has to be a God or a Devil or something—none of this pain is random. Maybe
God does exist; He’s just a bad mom like me.”
“Keep folding. I don’t want to hear philosophy.” “Why aren’t you folding today?”
“Because I’m done. Kaput. Kapooie.” “Kaput?!”
“I finished my 999. I want to save my one last crane for the first day of the New Year.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. Oh.”
“May I ask a favor of you?”
“No. Shut up and fold.”
“I would like to be with you when you fold your last crane. I want to be there to
see if the wish comes true.”
“You sound like a lesbian to me now! No! I don’t want a woman to be in my
room at night when I fold my last crane!” “No, Helen.”
“Why? Why do you want to watch me fold my final crane?” “Because I’m beginning to
believe.”
“Believe on your own. Keep folding. I’m doing tai chi.”
Later that night the young at heart gathered in the lobby to watch the Times Square ball
drop; the old at heart were nestled snug in their beds. Lilly and Helen went to the garden not to
fold but to get away from the New Years racket. Helen rolled Lilly to the grass until the wheel
chair could no longer budge. Lilly rose from her seat, her trembling legs held her back from
walking even a moderate pace. She held onto Helen’s shoulder grimacing at every step. The
arthritis shot from her knees down through her shins and to her ankles. It then shot all the way
up to her hips. It even gave her migraines. Her teeth chattered from the pain. Merely walking
to the center of the lawn was a battle. Helen held the watch, Lilly held the silver pistol; the gift
her husband gave her for their 40th wedding anniversary years ago when he was still alive. The

throbbing in her knees caused her trigger hand to shake. “Don’t point it at me!” Helen urged.
Lilly gripped the gun with both hands. She held it above her head looking up at the moon. “You
have two minutes to go. Don’t shoot yet,” Helen warned. Lilly’s hands trembled. Facing the sky
gave her a headache. “Okay one minute. Get ready.” Lilly’s arms were tired. She lowered the
gun. “No! Don’t point it at me!” She raised the gun back up, aiming at the big dipper. The moon
was too pretty to shoot. “Nine, eight, seven, six—I hope it doesn’t back fire—four, three two, one.
Happy New Year!”
Shot one was for the past.
		
Shot two was for the present.
			
Shot three was for the future.
				
Shot four was for the pain of living.
					
Shot five was for a painless afterlife. Shot six was for hope.
				
Lilly missed the big dipper, and shot the moon instead.
***
He wrote with tears. Every poem. He wrote with his eyes closed, and that was how Helen
learned to fold cranes blindfolded. He believed that every poem should be wept out before it was
written out. And he wrote her one thousand paper poems in two and one half years. And every
day she rejected him. They met at work. She worked at a desk. He was the delivery guy. Delivering mail and packages to her boss. With every package or letter, he’d also send Helen a new
poem. Short. Maybe five lines, maybe three lines. At most eight. But he wrote every one with his
eyes closed. Thinking of no one but her. Once a week he’d ask her out on a date. To lunch. Every
time she’d say no. Dinner? No. Movie? No. He’d offer to cook. No. She took his poems and he
took her nos in return. He told her he loved her after the five hundred eighty sixth poem. With it
he sent a special note. And attached was a key. A silver one. The note said. “The key to Harry’s
heart”. She never was annoyed. Or suspicious. But she smiled after every poem she read. She
would read them on her lunch break or at night before she went to bed. She smiled when she refused his offers to date. Her eyes changed after the five hundred eighty sixth poem. By the seven
hundredth poem, it was as if they communicated telepathically. Harry stopped asking her out.
He would deliver boxes to her boss. Stop by her desk, hand her a poem and leave. This happened
for two hundred poems. By the time of the nine hundredth poem, she finally touched his hand.
Finally. Never once did they date. Never once did they see a movie together or drink coffee or go
to a restaurant. There were no deep conversations other than the words of Harry’s poems and the
look in Helen’s eyes the day after she read them. And every day was a “day after” because every
day was a new poem. Harry knew she loved him by the nine hundredth and seventieth poem. He
knew he would marry her and she did too. Love is stupid. Love is senseless. By the nine hundred
and ninety ninth poem he would propose. She knew it was coming. She wore fuchsia that day. She
wore that color because it was in 300 of his 1000 poems. She looked beautiful in it. No movies, no
coffee, no long walks through parks, no jewelry, no sex, no kisses, no hugs, just 1000 poems. She
saved every one. The day he delivered his one thousandth poem, she finally agreed to have lunch
with him though he didn’t ask. She took him by the hand and they left the office. They went to
the court house across the street and they got married. Helen Hatori became Helen Nakamura.
They told no one and went back to work. After work they went to the airport and flew to Hawaii
for a honeymoon. They called in sick numerous times. No one asked. No one cared. Sometimes
love is magical that way. There was no ring. There was no fling. 1000 pieces of paper only. Lines
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of words. Each one written by hand, blue ink on white. It was when they were married and they
laid in bed after the first night they made love that Harry told Helen how he wrote his poems.
How he would sit at a table shut his eyes and perfectly and patiently write each letter as if it were
calligraphy. He shut his eyes because there was a meditation involved. Poem was equal to prayer.
Helen believed him. He was a good husband.
And then God took him away.
Or borrowed him.
When he died, Helen did not cry, she yelled. She yelled because she loved every fragment
of him. She could no longer speak to people she had to yell. She yelled at Lilly, she yelled at herself, she yelled at God, she yelled at the trees. It wasn’t because she was old and cruel. It was only
because the man that wrote her one thousand paper poems perfectly was taken away from her.
Maybe if she yelled every time, he could hear her in the afterlife. Maybe if she spoke in this life
a little louder he’d hear her from the next life. Love is stupid. Love is strange that way. Love is
magical.
He who loses his dreaming is lost.
Though Helen slept the night she folded her 1000th crane, though she was cozy and snug
under a blanket, she was wide awake. She was in the garden doing tai chi, spreading her arms
like a crane and stepping perfectly. It began to rain. But it was not a cold rain. Out of that rain
returned Harry. Holding his one thousandth and one poem. Harry was a good husband. Love is
stupid. It is magical. It is senseless. It is ageless. And it matters as much as rain in a garden matters. When she took the one thousandth and one piece of paper from Harry, she no longer needed
to sleep in her bed. She no longer needed to breathe the air of this life, this petty existence. This
feeble world. She no longer needed to be alone. She no longer needed to be old. She no longer
needed to be in a retirement home. She no longer needed to fold any more cranes. She no longer
needed to yell every time she spoke. She, too, was senseless, magical, timeless. She, too, was as
rain was in a garden. God may have taken Harry from her or borrowed him, but the moment she
accepted his one thousandth and one poem, she took Harry back. Helen borrowed Harry back
from God forever. You may have created him. You may have given him life. But he is mine! Great
Creator, he is mine! And once again they were each others.
Morning came. The first day of the New Year. Everyone in Bradley-Bell woke up to the world
except Helen.
***
When someone dies in a retirement home there is a long silence. Even the
Alzheimer’s patients know something has changed.
When Helen died, Lilly didn’t eat for two days. She didn’t fold for five days. Her soul was
silenced. She stopped listening to music. She stopped speaking to the others. On the sixth day
when she began folding again, she was finally able to shut her eyes and fold a crane perfectly.
Blinded from the colors and shapes of her environment. That magical thing that Helen had—being able to fold blindfolded—was no longer magical; but masterable. To the novice, to the spectator it was spectacular but it was nothing to Lilly. Eyes open, eyes closed, a crane was a crane, a
wish was a wish. He who loses his dreaming is lost.
People forget that retirement homes are haunted places. Ghosts walk throughout the halls.
Ghosts visit the rooms. Ghosts moan at night, but the old are too hard of hearing to know this.
Some of them are so forgetful that it doesn’t matter to them that they are there. Spirits go unnoticed, unfeared.

They kept Helen Nakamura’s room vacant for two months and then moved a newcomer
in. Eventually that newcomer would die and be replaced by another and then another but Lilly
didn’t want to stay to see that happen. She folded cranes until she lost count of how many she
had folded. She could have had 1000, she could have had 1070. She didn’t know, nor cared to
know anymore. She folded until her fingers bled and her knees no longer ached. And that was
her cue. When her knees no longer ached. She rose from her wheel chair emotionless as if in a
trance. It was her wish to walk again without the help of a walker or someone else. Perhaps the
ghost of Helen Nakamura was helping her walk but at least it looked as though she walked on her
own. She left her room. She left the lobby. She left for the side walk and down to the street corner.
The air smells different when you are free. She shut her eyes to hear birds. Different birds that
don’t hang around old peoples’ homes. When the light told her to cross, she opened her eyes and
stepped forward.
For many reasons life is unreasonable.
A crowd of people made a circle around the scene.
Some dumb driver hit her in the cross walk. He had too much to drink.
“Any of a number of lilies with long, narrow leaves and bright flowers that usually last
only a day” is how Webster defines the day lily.
For many reasons life is not reasonable. But Lilly walked. Finally.
Some see a white light when they die.
Some are able to watch their entire life without commercials.
Some see the Creator. Some see the Death Angel.
Some see nothing at all.
Lilly saw cranes.
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Alejandro Meza Aguilar
Praise me, don’t love me
At least for this hour.
Not for this hour.
I choose to be bound
To you, by you.
I feel like Christ,
In the way you eat my body,
Through kisses
I believe to be
My own Father
When you call me Daddy.
Time is hell
I feel myself being pulled apart
Pinch by pinch
I’d like to say
I’m used to it
Although I feel the stabs
My skin is calloused,
But I still tear—
Just for my euphoric release
Never have I felt a Holier Spirit,
Than when I commit sin with you.
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Catholi-BDSM

josh eller

April
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Ashely diaz

magic

I love it
the burning feeling of
my words stuck in my throat
like the first sip of my morning café
while you yell bullshit y media and you
slam the door
I love it
your rolling eyes
as the combat of my tongue
spits venom to the tip of the arrow
and your frowning bow turns you into a viejo
llorón
I love it
I love it
I love it
because I know
everything can flip
instantly, magically
with the eclipse of ou
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Anastasia Helena Fenald

You and I

you and i. seed and root from two different soils. mole and pita bread in one plate. Morning cigarette and coffee stain. you and i. an easy river when we share peace, when we both want to eat the
same thing. burning caos, hell itself if we ever disagree. you and i. the perfect combo of two air
signs questioning every star and corner in this world. Freedom for Palestine y Mexico. you and
i. the idea of your departure burns me but not as much as seeing the thorns from the past still
stuck in your hands. cracks from all times someone made you feel like you weren’t enough, like
you weren’t what you are. a gem. lost in the ocean and those who crossed your path, anyone who
ever had a conversation with you, with your mind, don’t know how much they’ve been blessed by
life. you and i. i love your eyes, your hands, the rash your facial hair gives me when you play with
me, when you love me there. to me, you are home and i feel it every time we talk shit and share
chisme on the phone. partners in crime when it’s time to roll. wine for Friday nights while we
watch Naruto. you and i. moon and sun that are maybe destined to revolve without a sky. or maybe we intersect, we exist and grow a lavender eclipse. all i know is that no one will ever be able to
recreate the duo, the blessing, the curse of You and I, mi amor.
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Alexandria Esteban

the white gown
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Studying her reflection, Charlotte couldn’t help but notice that she looked like a
child playing dress-up. Or like a princess playing queen. In spite of her protests, Sebastian, her
Royal Advisor, had insisted that she wear white. He gave her a very wordy lecture about how the
color represented purity and innocence and how vital it was to remind her subjects that she possessed such traits. Besides, white was customary and, as the newly crowned Queen of Lutece, she
had to follow the customs.
If it were up to her, she would have worn a darker color. Not exactly black, but a lovely,
dark red gown that resembled a living flame. She wanted to show everyone that, even though she
was only sixteen, she would be a strong ruler, a girl worthy of their respect. Sebastian’s wrinkled
lips had curled up in amusement when she tried to argue this point. Innocence and purity are
their own kinds of strengths, ones that not many people have these days. She didn’t know if the
rest of the nobles would have agreed with that statement.
But the seamstress who made this dress had done an excellent job. Its off the shoulder
sleeves stretched out to the palm of her hands, ending with a thin piece of lacey fabric wrapped
just below the fingernail on each of her ring fingers. Along her skirt was an intricate design of
silver flowers and leaves. Whenever she walked, the skirt swept across the tiled floor and the embroidered branches would appear like they were dancing in a breeze.
With every second that ticked by, she felt her stomach tying more and more knots. The
bedroom felt like it was shrinking now, transforming into a cage that once was home. She wanted to tear down the blue and gold wallpaper. She wanted to break the large glass windows that
overlooked the gardens. She wanted to fall onto her bed and scream. Maybe, if she screamed loud
enough, her parents would come in and comfort her. But that would never happen. Her parents
were dead. And, even though the sheets had been replaced and the floor thoroughly scrubbed,
Charlotte still swore that she could smell their blood.
She shook her head, shaking away the image of their mangled corpses. She took a deep breath
and then another and then another, but, by the end of her breathing exercise, she was no calmer
than she had been earlier.
Her thoughts drifted to Marcus who was waiting downstairs at the end of a long
aisle. Surely, he had to be as nervous as she was. In her mind, she could see the exact smile he had
given her the last time she visited him. She felt her pulse escalate and she cursed herself. There
was a sharp knock on the door and she knew she was out of time.
“You may enter,” Charlotte said.
The door opened and her heart leaped when she saw who it was. Alik, dressed in his
guard’s uniform, stepped into the room and greeted her with a bow. “Your Majesty, the guests
have arrived and are waiting in the throne room. Shall I tell them you’re ready?”
“Of course,” she replied. She tried not to show how disappointed she was that he didn’t
have anything else to say. She couldn’t blame him. He was probably still upset with her for going
through with this ceremony.
She glanced at her reflection in the mirror one last time and practiced a smile. Everyone always gushed over how much she resembled her mother in her early days. They both had the same
wavy, black hair and caramel skin that looked as though it had been kissed by the sun itself. Her
mother used to joke that the only thing Charlotte inherited from her father was his unfortunate

petite height and then, one day, his crown.
Despite their similarities, there was one feature in her face that Charlotte prided on because it was entirely her own. Her eyes. One, the color of a robin’s egg. The other, the color of
syrup. When she was born, her parents were unsure what to make of her two different colored
irises. They worried that it was a sign of illness, but multiple healers had reassured them that the
princess was a healthy young girl. Though many people in the court whispered and stared, her
parents had left it for Charlotte to decide on whether or not she wanted to pursue ways to alter
her looks. They would have wasted no expense in finding a way to correct her eye color if it was
what she wanted. But, of course, she refused and now, in her reflection, those eyes reminded her
that what waited downstairs would be her own decision as well.
She could do this. She had to do this. She walked out of her bedroom and Alik followed dutifully behind her. The halls were eerily quiet. Their footsteps echoed behind them as they passed
by large tapestries that depicted her predecessors each one more regal than the last. She wondered if they were looking down on her in disappointment. All their years of hard work passed on
to a little girl who was only alive and crowned because the nobles in the court respected the blood
in her veins too much to try and kill her. Pathetic.
She turned away from the tapestries and focused her attention on the one person whose
opinion meant more to her than her predecessors. In his uniform, Alik looked so mature. The
golden hair she had always admired was gelled back and neatly tucked under the navy blue hat
that all the guards had to wear. But somewhere behind his composed appearance, she knew he
was the same messy-haired boy that had finally kissed her on the library floor just moments before her parents’ bodies were discovered.
“Are you still mad at me?” She asked.
He didn’t answer right away but gave himself time to think before responding. “No. I
don’t think I was ever mad at you, just worried.”
“Then, why did you call me ‘Your Majesty’ earlier?”
“You’ve outgrown ‘Your Highness’,” he said with a teasing smile.
“Alik.”
He wouldn’t look at her when he spoke. “I thought you might have outgrown me.”
She took his hand and giving him a warm smile. “Never,” she said and, with that,
any tension that may have been between them melted away.
And it was true. Alik had been her best friend for so long that she couldn’t
remember a time when he wasn’t in her life. When they were younger they used to climb up trees
and wrestle in the mud. He taught her how to fight with her fists and then various other weapons.
Though her parents voiced their disapproval, they never tried to break off their friendship because she told them being around Alik made her happy.
“Alik?” She asked hesitantly. “Do you think I’m doing the right thing?”
He sighed. “I don’t know, but I understand why you need to do this. I just want you to be okay
and if you think this will help then, of course, I support you. But, if you go through with this, like
or not, you will change. I can’t protect you from that.”
“I don’t need your protection.”
“I know that,” he amended. “But, Char, these past few months...you’ve been through a lot
and I feel like you’re not giving yourself enough room to breathe. You hardly sleep, you hardly
eat, and now look at you.”
He gestured at Charlotte’s white gown and she looked at the ground, avoiding his eyes. “I
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always knew you’d be a great ruler someday,” Alik continued. “If your parents were here right
now, they would be so proud of you. But you can’t just-”
Tears were threatening to fall from Charlotte’s eyes and Alik stopped talking. She was still
having a difficult time talking about her parents. The funeral had come and gone. Her coronation had followed soon after, officially making her the sole monarch of an entire kingdom. Alik
had stood by her side throughout the entire ordeal, finding small ways to remind her what happiness looks like. He was her best friend, maybe even more than that now. But even his presence
couldn’t make up for those she’d lost.
“I’m sorry. I know how hard this is for you-”
Charlotte cut him off. “Don’t apologize. It’s not your fault. I just wish they were here right
now.”
***
As they approached the throne room, they could hear a low murmur of voices
coming from within. Sebastian was frantically pacing in front of the double doors, his powdered
white wig bouncing on his shoulders. He shot her a look of annoyance. “You’re late.”
“I’m sorry. I was just-”
“Nevermind,” Sebastian said waving his hand in dismissal. “Is he coming too?” Sebastian
gestured at Alik.
Alik opened his mouth to respond, but Charlotte spoke first, addressing him in a formal
manner. 			
“No, Officer Mishin will be guarding the main gates.” Far from the ceremony, she thought.
Sebastian nodded approvingly and slipped through the throne room doors, no doubt to make
sure that everyone was ready to begin and to give Charlotte some privacy. Though she never told
him, Charlotte suspected the old man knew just how close Alik and her were.
Turning to see the hurt look on Alik’s face, her tone softened. “I would like nothing more
than to have you walk me down that aisle, but I won’t let you watch this.”
He was quiet for a moment. Then, to her shock, he leaned down and kissed her. It was just
as good as she remembered. The blond stubble under his nose tickled a bit as he placed his arms
around her waist and pulled her closer, his touch demanding that she stay. His lips were so familiar and welcoming that she desperately wanted to cling to the idea of running off with him rather
than face the inevitable. All too soon, she placed a hand on his cheek and pulled away.
“You’re stronger than you know, Char. Don’t let yourself, or anyone else, tell you otherwise. And whatever you choose to do in there, I’ll be here, I promise. I won’t leave you too.” If
her advisor hadn’t come to fetch her she would’ve have kissed him again, but Sebastian was already holding the door slightly ajar and tapping his wristwatch sternly. Alik left without another
word, his footsteps fading away like a memory. She waited until he was out of sight before gesturing for the guards to open the doors.
The throne room fell into a steady hush. Everyone rose from their seats. A string quartet
began to fill in the silence with music, but the melody passed over Charlotte’s ears. All she could
hear was the sound of her own rapid heartbeat. The audience around her began to turn into a
blur of colors, nothing was making sense, and she began to worry that she would faint. Then, she
found the one person in the room that truly mattered.
Her attention fell onto Marcus who was standing at the opposite end of the room. He was
dressed in all black from head to toe. Someone had even managed to tame his wild, brown hair.
She knew he was only a year older than her, but it was still shocking to see how young and hand-

some he looked when he tried.
As each step took her closer to him, she could see the carefree smile on the boy’s lips. His
dark gray eyes sparkled with amusement when he looked at her. If he was as nervous as she was
he certainly didn’t show it. He raised his hand as high as he could with the chains on his wrists,
giving her a slight wave. Instantly, she felt her face heat up. She walked up to the altar and took
her place by his side. There was a low sound of shuffling as the audience sat back down.
The priest cleared his throat. Charlotte tried to listen to him as he welcomed the guest and
recited an opening prayer, but her focus was on Marcus.
Looking at him now, she expected herself to feel certain of her decision. She
needed to fulfill her duty to her people and become the type of ruler her parents would have expected her to be: a person who could command power as well as they had. Flashes of resentment,
sadness, and satisfaction flew around her muddled mind so fast that she couldn’t pause to decipher what each emotion meant.
The first part of the proceedings drew to a close. The priest turned towards Marcus and
began to ask him a series of questions. He answered all of them with a simple “I do.” She wanted
to beg them both to speak slower, to give her more time to think.
It felt as though the entire assembly was holding its breath. “Marcus Rees,” the priest announced. “You have hereby admitted to murdering the late King Charles III and his wife, Queen
Esther. According to the law, this is a crime punishable by death. Your sentence will henceforth
be carried out at the conclusion of this trial. The only ones who can save you now are Her Royal
Majesty, Queen Charlotte, or God himself. Do you have anything else you wish to declare before
we continue?”
Marcus held out a hand towards the young queen. “So glad you could make it, Your Majesty,” he said with a mocking tone. Charlotte heard a guard behind her removing his sword from
his sheath, but she waved her hand in dismissal. She wasn’t scared of Marcus. He couldn’t hurt
her any more than he already had.
When she didn’t take his hand, Marcus merely shrugged and continued. “You look rather
beautiful today. I’m so honored you thought to dress for the occasion.”
He wanted a reaction from her, but Charlotte’s placid expression never flinched. After so
many visits to the prison cells, she still couldn’t understand him. Marcus was notably charming,
intelligent, and rather good looking. If he hadn’t pulled off the most significant assassination in
recent history, who knows what he could have grown to become. Instead, he had wasted the last
months of his life in a cold, damp dungeon waiting for the day someone would come down and
tell him that his time was up.
“Why?” She asked. Why did her parents have to die? Why should he get to live? Why
didn’t he kill her too?
He sank into a bow, a gesture that made her want to recoil, but she managed to hold her
head high. When his eyes darted back up to meet hers, his face broke out into a wide grin. Charlotte loathed that grin. “Your Majesty,” he said. “Before I answer that, may I begin by saying I
am truly sorry for your loss. You see, a few months ago, I decided to spend the weekend at the
capital, but I took a wrong turn and must have ended up in the palace by mistake. I’m a butcher’s son, you see, and I don’t get out much. When I saw your dear sweet mother and father, I
swear I mistook them for a couple of pigs. It was an honest mistake, really.”
A few giggles escaped came from the crowd, followed by a couple of awkward coughs to
conceal the first reaction. Charlotte silenced them all with a glare. She curled her hand into a fist
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but thought better of herself. Isn’t this what she expected? She visited his prison cell four different times in the last few months hoping to coax the answers out of him. Each time she thought she
was closer to discovering the truth, he would change his demeanor.
She straightened her back and discreetly wiped her sweaty palms on her dress. There would
never be a day when she wouldn’t wonder why her parents had to die, but she had to accept there
was nothing more to be done about the subject. Knowing wouldn’t have brought them back anyways.
“Take your secrets to the grave then,” she said cooly.
The priest turned to her and she gave him a small nod. “Your Majesty, you have requested to
inflict the punishment yourself. Do you still wish to do so?”
“I do.”
“Do you acknowledge that taking this man’s life is a grave sin?”
“I do.”
“Do you swear to undergo a period of penance once this trial is over?”
“I do.”
“Do you commit this sin, not out of vengeance, but as a civic duty?”
At this Charlotte hesitated. She had pondered over this question for weeks. She
knew her parents were not the best rulers. They were selfish and cruel. For years, Charlotte had watched them waste money on countless luxuries. They knew, just as she did, that the
people living in the outer sections were struggling to survive and that the money that went into
hosting parties could have gone to building schools or increasing agricultural productions. Yet,
Charlotte was the only one who seemed to care.
Her mother had warned her that the people living in the outer sections were dangerous
and deserved to live as they did. She claimed that the only way to ensure peace was through
shows of force. Before she married Charlotte’s father, she was only recognized as a foreign princess to the people of Lutece, forced to marry their prince in order to strengthen her homeland’s
meager army. No one in the country respected her.
But as Charlotte grew up, she heard whispers among the court about the ways her mother
commanded her power. A noblewoman was said to be executed for walking right past the Queen
without stopping to bow. A young boy was whipped in front of his family for being too rowdy at
one of the Queen’s parties. A maid’s feet were cut off simply so she could make more dresses for
her sovereign.
Charlotte didn’t want to believe her mother could be so cruel. For the longest time, she
ignored the rumors. She never saw her mother hurt anyone with her own eyes so it was easy to
trust that the same woman who brushed her hair and tucked her in at night could not be related
to the image of the bloodthirsty queen. While her mother didn’t discuss the rumors with Charlotte, she would find ways to remind her that someday the crown would fall on her head, along
with all the hard choices that came with it.
She was right. Marcus had taken the world from her with each swing of his butcher’s
knife. He was proof that the people in the outer section were the cruel ones and they deserved no
mercy.
Yet, he was still just a boy. Not much older than herself and not much different either. Both
of them were slaves to the mistakes of the previous generation and she couldn’t stop the flood of
guilt that raced through her mind at the idea of killing him.
He committed treason. He was just a boy. He killed her parents. He’s known loss as well.

He didn’t deserve forgiveness. He didn’t deserve to die. She repeated this chant in her
mind until she started to believe it was true. But her sadness didn’t feel entirely erased. It was
her job to protect the people of Lutece, now. Just two more words and she could move on with
her life. She would forget about Marcus and focus on bettering her kingdom so that this wouldn’t
happen again. She was the Queen. She was not delivering vengeance. She was delivering justice. 		
“I do.”
“Then, by the power vested in me and by the Lord our God, I absolve you from this sin.
You may proceed, Your Majesty.” The priest closed his book and took a seat in the front pew. A
servant knelt before Charlotte, offering her a dagger. The blacksmith who made the blade had
done a fine job. A metal dragon, her father’s emblem, was wrapped around the hilt. Its fiery ruby
eyes, she knew, were taken from her mother’s wedding band. She felt comforted knowing that in
this small way they were helping her now.
One of the guards stepped forward and grabbed Marcus’ hands, holding him in place. He
didn’t even flinch but kept his head up and his eyes fixated on Charlotte.
“Long live the Queen,” he said. It was the way he said it, with a tired look and a sad smile,
that made Charlotte wonder what Marcus’ last words really meant.
Gripping the knife, Charlotte stepped forward. With one graceful movement, Marcus’
throat was sliced open. Blood squirted out and fell onto Charlotte’s dress with the same grace as
snowflakes in the winter. Marcus made a sound that was not quite a cough but not quite a gurgle.
His hands instinctively clasped around his throat trying in vain to stop the bleeding. Then his
body hit the marble floor with a sickening thud.
The audience stood up and cheered. With the conclusion of the show, each member of the
court left chattering excitedly. No doubt they were all in a hurry to find entertainment elsewhere.
No one seemed to care that a life had been taken today, except for Charlotte, whose eyes remained glued on the body lying on the ground before her.
The smell of salt and metal was so thick Charlotte could taste it in her mouth. She fought
the urge to gag. Before her parents died, the only bloodshed she’d seen was from the occasional scratches and cuts from her sparring lessons with Alik. Her mother and father protected her
from every harsh reality this world had to offer. Then one night a guard found her in the library
with Alik and before anyone could stop her she ran to her parents’ bedroom and...
The blood was pooling all over the white marble floor. The blood was seeping into her new shoes.
The blood was clawing at her white dress ruining the little bits of innocence she had left. The
blood was resetting her heartbeat, giving it a new pace, a new sound.
Blood. Blood. Blood. Blood. Blood. Blood. BLood. BLood. BLood. BLood. BLood. BLood.
BLOod. BLOod. BLOod. BLOod. BLOod. BLOod.BLOOd. BLOOd. BLOOd.BLOOd. BLOOd.
BLOOdBLOODBLOOD.BLOODBLOOD.BLOOD.BLOODBLOODBLOODBLO OShe realized now that the fear that’s been trapped inside her wasn’t just for this one execution, but for everything that would come after. Her parents were gone. Sebastian was preparing
for retirement. And Alik...
It would never last. The nobles were circling around her like vultures, waiting for the
slightest sign of weakness, preparing to strike at a moment’s notice. A young queen with a soft
heart and good intentions made the perfect meal. If the wrong person found out about Alik,
Charlotte would be subjected to ridicule and, even though he was an excellent fighter, she could
think of more than one bloodthirsty noble ready to stab him in the back just to put themselves or
their sons on the throne. He wasn’t born royal and, even if he married one, he would never have
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the protection that came with royal blood.
Aside from that, he wouldn’t make a good king. He came to the palace when he was only a
baby, just another boy plucked from the outer circles to be trained for the royal army. He didn’t
have an education like she did because reading and writing wasn’t a necessary skill for a soldier.
He was only expected to be loyal to her family and so his love for her never extended to her subjects or the country whose history he’s never known. Finding the right partner to rule by her side
was more crucial than any romance.
It seemed like every person that mattered in her life was slipping through her fingers like
sand.
At some point, Sebastian came to tell her that it was time to leave, but she shook her head.
She knew that there was still work to be done, papers to read and sign, but it would have to wait
until tomorrow. He didn’t argue, closing the doors as he stepped out.
The throne room was deserted except for Charlotte and Marcus-or what was Marcus and is now
nothing. She looked down at her shaking hands that were still dutifully gripping onto the bloody
knife. Her reflection in the blade gave her a pitying look.
Suddenly,
		nothing
			didn’t
				sound
					so
						bad...
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jakob wood

Vanishing Twin Syndrome

How many times must I introduce myself to me?

I learned to come out instead of letting people in.
Now my mind’s a crowded room with no door.
I’m all windows. Please don’t read my thoughts.
They’re full of mirrors with mismatched reflections,
reflections of my sister. I played dress up in her clothes
before I knew I liked boys. “That wasn’t like you,”
my mom said after my first drag show.
How many boys did I kiss before I realized I wasn’t playing dress up?
The mirror is full of unfamiliar faces. Which one do you see?
We’ve met before, but you don’t know me.
You’re thinking of the boy I killed. He’s rotting in my closet.
Why do you think I wear so much perfume?
It’s not a fashion statement, it’s witness protection,
but instead of a new identity, I get breast tissue
and hormone treatment. You don’t recognize me,
you’re threatening me. Go ahead, tell everyone
I ate my twin in the womb
and now I’m sharing this body with her unchristened ghost.
Is it still possession if I give myself up willingly?
This body was misconstructed. Even if I give it up
she’ll have to carry me around like a ball and chain.
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natalie mora

It came to my attention
what’s really under that
skin of yours, and I can’t
forgive myself for letting
You touch mine.

experience with you

Now I study the mirror,
and like someone four times
their age I forget who I am.
I think about this sin and lose myself
in its labyrinth while I attempt to
scrape it from my brain with my
run-down nails before I’m
tempted to scrape off
my skin instead.
But wait! No! Push it down!
Swallow it whole!
Because quite frankly, the
pulsating madness your
existence causes me is
enough for my arms to bleed out
into a tub filled with the metallic
scent of weakness.
So I’ll push it down.
No, I’ll swallow it whole
and won’t wait to do so considering
I’m not allowed to complain,
(or grieve or regret or fume),
Because
I
Said
Yes
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ruth madrid

i know what i did
I broke my heart this summer.
The only summer where I had the Strength
To reach in toward my chest,
And roll up my heart in the palm of my hands.
Wrenching, squeezing it like a dirty mop—
It is exactly what I wanted.
I tore it apart. I ripped every vein until they
Snapped, right under my fingernails,
Twisted over my crooked pinky.
It was unrecognizable. Completely and
Utterly morphed into what is required of this
World.
It is what I wanted.
A version of myself so unrecognizable that it may finally make sense. A dark red blueprint to find
sense in hurt, hoping that This will teach me something again. Maybe there’s a hidden mantra
dug deep in the sorrows of mutilation that would start to solve the questions I’ve never been able
to answer. Answers more sensical, less dawning than “Suffering will give you character.”— All
those stupid mediocre justifications of ill actions without meaning, without reason. That being
rejected will teach you to Love/ Suicide will teach you to Live/ And feeling all of this when you’re
twelve will build you up into the person they want you to be.
I got my heart broken this summer.
I did it all on my own.
Took my Strength and picked up a lighter,
Hoping to learn something more.
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Jazmine Jimenez

Biologically Flawed
As tendons
attachmuscles
to bones
and ligaments
latch bones to bones,
I’m organically prone
to bond
to
you.
The serous sheen
encloses the visceral flesh
in our cavities
as I clasp
my desire
for your anatomy.
I acquired your body through lust,
though, mottling
matter
began to s p r e a d
–like blight–
through that surface
of what we once shared.
Corpses
are what we now share….
Vacant,
Cold,
Livor mortis,
Nothingness.
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Gordon J. Stirling

The School’s on Fire!
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The TV announcers were droning during a dull Sunday afternoon ballgame. After lunch,
in the recliner, my eyes were closing. I was surrendering to a well-deserved nap. I’d settled a
tough insurance case Friday that dragged on too long. My law practice in the small town where I
grew up, across the bay from San Francisco, was doing well, but some cases wore me out.
I’m not sure how long I’d dozed when I was roused awake by kids’ voices clamoring up and down
the block outside and a jumble of pounding footsteps. I shook my head to clear it and scrambled from the chair to open the front door. I yelled, “What’s going on?” to a boy racing down the
street. Still running, he didn’t even look at me. “The school’s on fire! The school’s on fire!” he
shouted.
I looked in the direction of the grade school a few blocks away. There was a brownish-gray
plume of smoke over that way, a bruise against the blue June sky. I smelled the smoke on the bay
breeze. From my doorway, I watched waves of kids rushing toward the school, red-faced as they
sprinted, giddy and laughing at the idea of the school burning down.
I’m human. We like to watch fires. I put on shoes and a jacket and went to see this one.
On a Sunday, no students or staff were in danger, but I hoped damage would be light.
The school is a little gem. Spacious, with open-air hallways and terraced buildings facing the bay, it was perfectly designed for its coastal hills setting. I broke into a trot to get to the
school faster. People were converging on the fire from three directions, walking, or crowding
their cars half up on sidewalks on both sides of our narrow, hilly streets.
The traffic circle outside the school’s main office building swarmed with parents, kids and
police cars. Fire trucks crushed against the traffic circle curb. Fire fighters ran to find good hose
angles to spray toward the school office. It was ablaze.
Kids were running and weaving around the grown-ups and the fire trucks, inside and
outside the rope line the cops set up, whooping, cheering with uncontainable energy. Their one
glorious hope was that school days would be canceled. Neither parents nor cops were succeeding,
or even trying very hard, to control them.
But amidst the glee of the kids there was a tenor of disquiet. An undercurrent of rumor with a name attached. “Robbie Elkins,” a boy told another. Robbie’s name kept snaking
through the crowd. Someone thought they’d seen him near the school before the fire.
I knew Robbie a little. Quiet, not an athlete, kind of a peripheral kid. His dad was said to be
pretty strict with Robbie and his sister Mags. The past couple of months, his last at the grade
school, I’d thought Robbie might be rebelling a little against his parents. His hair had gotten longer. I’d seen him wearing some rock band t-shirts. I couldn’t imagine him, though, an 11-yearold arsonist.
It was bad to have a kid’s name attached to a serious crime. It would be hung around his
neck for a long time. If he’d done it; but I didn’t know if he’d done it. I didn’t see any of the
Elkins family at the school.
The fire got put out, limited to the school office. Both fire and water damage looked extensive. I guessed school admin would be run out of a trailer for a while. Old Man Clark, the
principal, had a hard time keeping back of the rope line. He wanted to see what he’d lost. File
cabinets, payroll, maintenance records, it all agitated him.
The school kids, and the young parents who’d also had him as principal, enjoyed the sight.

Payback for anxiety induced in two generations. He was not an easy guy. He’d put on weight the
past couple of years, drinking some. I’d heard the assistant principal had to sober him up with
coffee before PTA meetings.
It got dark and near dinner time, and the fire department was done, so the crowd dispersed. Police officers spoke to some of those who’d said Robbie’s name. If the fire wasn’t an
accident, I hoped the cops could speak to Robbie that night and put the rumors about his involvement to rest.
I was up early on Monday; I had to be at the courthouse downtown to ask for a continuance on a case. The corridor talk in the building troubled me. The cops had found the source of
the fire – a gasoline trail leading from a window on the backside of the school office to the files
with student records. The fire was deliberate.
Worse, Robbie Elkins hadn’t come home. His folks hadn’t seen him since Sunday afternoon, when he said he was going to the playground to see if anyone was playing ball. Robbie was
wanted on suspicion for the fire and he was on the run.
I didn’t want to think of Robbie scared, desperate, in hiding. If he’d set the fire and
thought he’d be caught, he’d be thinking the worst – really angry parents and juvie - fears that
make kids run away. I didn’t know the family well, but I wanted to help if I could. There had to
be a back story that led to this.
I was at a fast food place around the corner from my office getting lunch when I saw Mags
come in with a group of girls. It looked like she was sort of floating in the middle of them, like
they were buoying her in a time of trouble.
I called out to her. Mags broke off from her group and came over. I asked how she and
her family were doing. “We’re afraid,” she said. “We don’t know where my brother is.” It’d
been 24 hours since the fire. “My mom is crying, I’ve never seen her cry,” Mags continued, tears
welling up. “Do you know what happened?” I asked. “I know what people are saying about him
and the fire,” she replied, “but we don’t know anything about that. He was upset about something that happened at school but he wouldn’t say what.”
“Please tell your mom and dad you saw me and I said I’d help if I could,” I asked. “To
find him, or to help him with the police, or anything.” A tearful smile from Mags. “Ok,” she answered, “I will. They’ll like that.” She went to sit with her friends.
I pondered what Mags said. Maybe there was a connection between whatever problem
Robbie had at school, and the fire and Robbie running away. All that could be sorted out, but
first, we had to find him. A kid that age on the road wasn’t safe.
* * *
By mid-week, three days after the fire, and with still no word on Robbie’s whereabouts, I
became increasingly worried. I hoped he hadn’t hurt himself or gotten in a car with the wrong
guy.
The cops were looking for him because of the fire but that he was gone from home was
not widely known. Nothing in the papers or on TV, no missing kid postings. Just some word of
mouth, mostly in the Elkins’ neighborhood. Robbie’s parents had kept quiet. They had to be
frantic, though. I’d just finished drafting a motion for a client on a drug possession case, when
from nowhere, like a thunder boom, the words came to me, Wildcat Canyon.
Wildcat Canyon runs from Berkeley to the El Sobrante line. It’s the nearest thing to a forest we have. Edged by blue collar neighborhoods on the bayside and rolling hills to the east, the
creek meandering through the canyon feeds a thick canopy of willow, dogwood and bay laurel.
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The canyon was the dread place kids talked about in low voices at sleep-overs after lights
out – so dark and still, poison oak-ridden; the name itself a warning – a dangerous, biting animal
could end you. Coyote, bobcat or wildcat, take your pick. Wildcat Canyon grew nightmares. No
kid went in alone.
If you wanted to hide from everyone, though, including the cops, it might be an answer
Robbie’d come to. There was good cover in the foliage, the water in the creek was clean and
there were berry bushes for food. But even in June, temperatures would drop after the sun went
down. With the bay winds rushing the leaves and the night noises of animals – growls and scampering footfalls – the canyon would seem filled with menace. If Robbie was in there, I prayed he
was warm and had shelter.
As soon as I could get away from the office, I went home and changed into woods clothes.
I was going into the canyon to look for Robbie. I drove to the canyon entrance nearest my place.
The city had made a little park there, with picnic tables and an adobe BBQ pit. It was an hour
before sundown when I started along the main trail. I picked up a thick, gnarled branch on the
ground for a weapon.
I was alert to any movement or sound as I descended the trail into the canyon. Sunlight
wavered as the overhead canopy grew thick. I tried to avoid the poison oak. As I got nearer the
creek, the buzz of insects pitched higher.
The absence of city sounds and the dimming daylight spooked me. After a half mile, the
main trail diverged into tributary paths. I took each to its end, usually a quarter mile or so, then
retraced my steps and took another. I kept looking for signs of a human.
Dusk fell. I froze every time I heard rustling in the brush. Civilization felt far away. I was
about to turn back, discouraged my hunch hadn’t turned out, when, at the end of a narrowing
track that choked off into a thicket, I heard what could’ve been a cough. I peered ahead and
about twenty paces to the left.
In the gloaming I saw what looked like a cardboard lean-to against a tree trunk. The piece
of cardboard was good-sized, with a vertical seam down the middle. It looked like a thrown-away
appliance box. Folded at the seam against the tree, with some sturdy branches arrowed into the
dirt and pressed upright along the cardboard, it was a fort. I squinted at it, trying to make sure
the evening shadows were not deceiving me. I walked closer. “Robbie,” I whispered once, then a
little louder.
I approached very slowly, to not cause flight or alarm. A haggard, pale boy’s face leaned
from the hem of the make-shift den. Robbie. I toned it soft. “Hi, son. I’ve been looking for you.”
I kneeled a yard or two from him so he could more easily make me out. He recognized me. “I’m
not feeling very good. I’ve been scared,” he trembled out.
“I bet,” I said. “Let’s get out of here. I saw Mags a couple of days ago. She’s been upset
and your mom and dad are, too. Can you walk?”
“Yeah, but go slow; I haven’t eaten much,” he said.
I put my arm around Robbie’s back and under his elbow to give him support as we walked
to the car. The trail was hard to see as night came. With my free hand I banged my stick against
trees to make enough noise to keep animals away. We panic stopped at a coyote’s howl not far
off. Robbie was weak, but we had to keep moving.
My mind went in circles as I planned for what came next. Robbie needed food and water,
his mom and dad needed to know he was safe, and the police were looking for him. We got to the
car and I gave him a bottled water. It was gone in a long swallow.

“Let’s get you something to eat and talk a minute before we do anything,” I suggested.
“You need to get home and then deal with the cops. I can be your lawyer if you want, no charge,
so what you say is between us.” I don’t usually work for free, but I go pro bono when kids are in
a jam.
“Ok,” he exhaled, “Ok.” I started the car for the drive toward town and he leaned back
against the head rest. My heart broke that a boy had so much on his mind he’d run away to
escape it. Robbie seemed relieved to be in the car, safe, on our way to eat and to go home, that a
thing too big for him was over.
He started to talk. “I had my jacket but it got so cold at night and I was hungry all the
time. I was really afraid about the animals. I heard their noises. I was worried they’d get
through the cardboard at me. I heard their claws on it. I knew I was in trouble, but I didn’t
know what to do.”
“We’ll get it straightened out,” I replied, trying to comfort him. If he knew he was in trouble, then I knew he’d set the fire and an arrest was coming. I’d have work to do.
I turned into a drive-through and got burgers, fries and cokes. After three days on a
meager diet of berries, Robbie gasped at the cooked smell of the burgers when the girl gave me
the bags of food and the drinks. I passed Robbie a burger and I hadn’t gotten out of the drivethrough lane before it disappeared.
I parked facing the Avenue, away from lights in the lot. We ate in silence for a bit, just
looking out the windshield into the night, at the storefronts and the cars going by. As we started
on a second round of burgers, I said, as I always do with clients, “Why don’t you just start at the
beginning and tell me what happened. I came looking for you because I thought you might be in
a fix, but I didn’t think you would do something without a reason I could work with.”
Robbie took a deep breath. This was hard. “There was some stuff in a file at school.”
“What stuff?” I asked.
“I talked in a class too much,” he replied. “I got sent down to Clark’s office. He had a file
in front of him. I guessed it was my school file. I could see some of it upside down. There was a
paper stapled to the inside cover with my birthdate and address and things. At the bottom it said
adopted.”
He turned his face away to look out the side window. He didn’t want me to see the water
in his eyes.
“Mr. Clark told me I had to calm down in class or he’d send me to stand in the bike yard
during recess, but all I could think of was that word. What did it have to do with me? I got a
rushing in my ears. It felt like a rip opened up inside me that won’t go away. I’ve just been
sick.”
“I got home and I was too shaken numb to say anything to mom and dad or Mags,” Robbie continued. “I couldn’t even say the word. It felt like everything would change if I said it.”
Robbie struggled to put deep, frightened feelings into expression.
“If I got rid of the file the word would go away,” he went on. “I knew getting rid of the file
couldn’t erase whatever happened in real life, but I wanted the word to go away.”
In a rush of telling, Robbie confessed the fire. “If I broke in the school, I couldn’t take all the
files. If I just took mine and maybe a few others, they’d figure out sooner or later it was me. I
couldn’t think of anything else but a fire.”
He explained how he did it. “I told mom and dad I was going to the playground, but I
went to the garage and got the gas can for the lawnmower. I took it with some matches to the
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school and pried open a window to the office. I got in, splashed gas around the floor where the
files are and back to the window and climbed out. I threw a match on the gas and it surprised
me, it whooshed up right away. I just ran, blind crazy. I got rid of the gas can in a dumpster.
The only place I could think of to hide was in the canyon. I knew I couldn’t stay there forever,
but it was all I could think of to do.” His voice had started to quaver. Robbie stopped speaking.
I tried to process all Robbie’d said. I couldn’t imagine his confusion and anguish. It was a
kid’s brain thing to do, to burn the school to get rid of a file. But for Robbie, burning the school
paled next to the adoption bomb. Its crater inside him left him suffering. Three nights in Wildcat Canyon, a reckoning coming with the police and, more importantly, he was about to learn
close-to-the-bone truths from his parents that would change who he’d always thought he was.
I tried to ratchet down the tension. “What you’ve done is serious but not grave,” I said.
“You’ve damaged property but not people. You may have to go to juvie for a bit, but I’ll work
on that. Right now, you have to see your folks and Mags. They’re in pain, like you. You have to
pull the sliver out to get better.”
“Alright,” he sighed. “Let’s go home.”
Before heading that way, I took another minute with him. I’d worked some adoption cases. The new parents always puzzled when to tell their child about being adopted. Kids like security and certainty. Adoption’s a mystery to kids. It turns things upside down.
I shifted in the car seat so I could look at Robbie face-on. I didn’t want to lawyer him, but I did
want to help shape his thinking before he went home.
“Robbie,” I began, “Have you ever doubted for one second your mom and dad love you
more than life itself?”
“No,” he said firmly. “I love them, too.”
“Ok,” I continued, “I hope you listen to this. I’ve worked on adoptions. It’s hard for
moms and dads to know the right time to tell it and it’s a hard thing to know how to say.”
I wanted to be direct with Robbie about what he’d done and what he was looking at.
“Maybe you weren’t ready. You found out and set fire to the school. Not a grown-up way to act.”
Robbie was quiet, taking in what I’d said. “I really messed up at the school,” he said. “Is everyone mad at me?”
I gave him clarity. “This story will follow you. Some punishment is coming. A lot of kids
were excited to see the school on fire, but you can’t be proud of it. You have to be sorry for it.”
“I’ve got lots of questions for mom and dad, but I almost don’t want to know,” he replied. “Does
that make sense?”
“Of course,” I said. “Every adopted kid feels the same. It’s like with Santa. You want to
know if he’s real, but you don’t really want to know if he’s not. But, Robbie,” I asked, “when you
first see your mom and dad and Mags, just love them, and keep your heart soft and open.” He
looked down, tacitly acknowledging.
As we came near Robbie’s house, I could see neighbors in the yard and on the sidewalk.
They’d been spontaneously assembling in the evenings since learning Robbie was missing, in
concern and sympathy. Robbie’s mom and dad were sitting in porch chairs, looking bleak and
distracted. A police car was parked across the street.
I let Robbie out a couple of houses down so he could gather himself as he walked. I parked
and stood outside my car to see the reunion. First one neighbor saw him, then another. A murmur of voices began that got louder as Robbie came closer. His steps were a little hesitant. It was
a precipice moment.

His dad saw him and jolted out of his chair, running to Robbie. He lifted Robbie off the
ground, hugging, clinging tight. Robbie hugged back. There was clapping and exclaiming. Robbie’s mom was seconds behind her husband and when his dad let Robbie down, she went to her
knees and wrapped him up. There were no words exchanged, just embraces.
Mags came out of the house at the commotion. She walked over to Robbie and they smiled
slowly at each other, a little self-conscious, then giggled. Sibling code, I imagined.
Robbie pointed me out to his mom and dad. They waved, grateful, and I signaled putting a
phone to my ear that I would call. I walked over to the squad car and told the officer I was Robbie’s lawyer. I promised I’d surrender Robbie in the morning at the station. He nodded ok. I got
back in my car and drove off, Robbie and his folks and Mags still on the front lawn, reunited, a
family, encircled by their neighbors.
***
I called Robbie’s dad in the morning. I told him Robbie had to be booked on suspicion for
the fire. He choked up a little thanking me for finding Robbie and for being willing to help on his
case. “We’re all going with him to the station,” he said. “I’ll meet you there,” I replied. I was
glad they were going together.
I asked if Robbie told why he’d run. “He did and it was emotional and we’re working
through it,” Robbie’s dad said, probably understating the startled shock of those first few revelatory moments alone as a family after Robbie’s return.
“My wife and I hardly ever thought about Robbie’s adoption,” he explained. “He was a
day old when we brought him home. We never knew anything about Robbie’s biological parents.
As life went on we didn’t bring it up. He’d always been ours. We never imagined he would find
out himself.”
“I’d forgotten the school even knew about it,” he continued, “but when we first registered
him it came up and I guess that’s how it got in the file Robbie saw. We’re so sorry how much it
hurt him and he felt like he couldn’t talk. That’s what we’re working on. We’re holding him
near us, lots of touch, lots of affection.”
All families have mountains. Going through hard things together makes strong cement.
From what I’d heard, it sounded like a wound was starting to heal. It felt good.
When I got to the police station, Robbie and his family were huddled on the sidewalk,
looking a little apprehensive. A couple of news stringers loitered outside the station doors. One
walked up to the family, but Robbie’s dad waved him away.
I parked and walked over to the family. I said hello and spoke to Robbie. “This won’t
take long. You’re a minor. They’ll book you on suspicion for the fire, print you, and give you a
date to see a judge at juvenile hall. Then, you can go home.” I could see the concern in his eyes,
but he was being a brave boy. I squeezed his shoulder in reassurance.
“I’m taking him in,” Robbie’s dad said. They started up the entryway together. At the
door, Robbie looked up at his dad. His dad gave him a smile and put his hand tenderly on the
back of Robbie’s neck. They turned toward the doors and walked through.
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Diana Rameriez

Solitude
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Mohamad Midou

Nude in the shadow
We should’ve been nude in the shadow
That dampened the floor of the forest.
We ran from our mom in the meadow
And into the green where birds chorused.
The rustle of leaves, crunch of branches
Said welcome to your infinity
Because there in circles Time dances;
We lost all responsibility.
Two Arabs in Turkey’s wild heaven,
We climbed up a massive grey boulder
More old than the oldest Ottoman
But Time’s dance meant nothing grew older.
Invisible snakes slithered by us
But vanished once we tried to find them.
Perhaps between trees lurked in silence
Old beasts from a long extinct phylum.
The god Pan, his nymphs and his satyrs
All crazily danced with father Time,
As we played and searched for the adders
And looked for more challenges to climb.
Our clothes with their artificial dye
And polyester fabric had no
Good place in the forest, which is why
We should’ve been nude in the shadow.
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ashley diaz

Ode to the One - Dollar Ice Tea del Donut Ave
The one-dollar ice tea from Donut Ave.
is the best deal you can get
yeah, it might taste like
agua de trapiador with a fusion of glaze
Pero tbh
there’s nothing else in Calecia
that will take away the dehydration
from the Valley’s heatwaves
the crushed ice
el salpicado de limon
te prometo, el ice tea ese
te quita en chinga el caloron
The one-dollar ice tea from Donut Ave.
is sacred, es agua bendita
it’s a healthy anti-defensa
casi igual que la vitamina C que te da tu abuelita
with the homies? Tea
after the ditch? Tea
la suegra tiene calor? Tea
la graduacion de tu hermano menor? Tea
There might be some boojie ass organic tea
but the one-dollar ice tea from Donut Ave.
shall never need to compete
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petey salcedo

soft nior, 2019
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natalie mora

deep breaths
Whenever you exhale into
frostbitten days and nights,
		
I don’t see puffs of muddy smoke emanate								
			
from your breath like every other average person.
					
Unlike those who are usually
					
marinated in shades of gray,
							you breathe out
								phosphorescent clouds of laughter
								
that I wish I could put in a
								
box and stow in my pocket.
				
										
But whenever you inhale,
				
swallowing everyone’s jealousy,
				
and their sadness, their joy and their fear,
				
it gets almost as painful for you as it gets for me
whenever I see that stone smile etched onto your crumbling face.
I know how hard you
try to take a drag from
the world, keep it all in
and pretend you’re just
as kaleidoscopic inside as
you seem on the outside.
			
So take a deep
				
breath
		
and breathe
for your sake
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Leanne Labra

I Thought Myself a Lighthouse When I Was a Cage
In the corner, where I loved to paint,
I built my mother a lighthouse
a steady edifice calling ships home,
weathering stormy acrylic
through painted strokes of chiaroscuro hurricane
I imagined my hand made of lighthouse bright guiding my mother’s waves
into a foreign land, across an unforgiving sea
though I never understood the claim to love like an ocean
when she hit my knees at the dinner table to behave.
Ay Anako, she used to say. When I came home with bruised knees
from wrestling boys all day. And I remember, the grimace in her face
pointing out pale children who didn’t know how to bless their lolas,
The grimace in mine when I’d hide my food at lunch time
because white kids knew wonder bread when my stomach
only familiarized lumpia and rice.
To me, “immigrant” meant that the land my mother came from
flattened her “a’s”, stretched her vowels, and never let me have sleepovers
at Sarah Milne’s house.
“Filipino” meant Sarah’s mom would ask her how she felt,
and mine would ask me which belt to use
if I said “what?” instead of “yes, mom”.
If I truly was a lighthouse, I wouldn’t ask,
Why can’t you be the mom my white friends have?
I would hear,
Ipa bilin ang akong kalibutan para imong buhay			
(I left my world behind so that you can have this blessed life)
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Vivian Megan Li

Red.
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The Red on Her Palms and Cheeks

“The color red in the Chinese culture means good luck and happiness,” my professor
of Sociocultural Anthropology stated. I remembered that red filled my grandmother’s hospital room, and the flushes of red on her cheeks and hands mirrored the anthropological concept
of health beyond its biological state-- to its connection to socio-cultural dynamics. Everything
around her was red: her decorations, her cheeks and palms, and her heritage. As a revolutionary
in Communist China, she proudly carried the fighting spirit red symbolized; however, the flushes
of red on her cheeks and hands exemplifies her socio-cultural experience, her Chinese identity,
and the literal blood spilt during the Cultural Revolution. In Chinese culture, the mind and body
are not separate as in Western Medicine; they are connected. My grandmother’s socio-cultural
background in China as a woman heavily involved in Civil Affairs became a major source of her
scars. Red is not only the identity of China’s flag and culture; it is an embodiment of her sacrifice
and her blood that is eternally in memoriam as red is paraded throughout her room.
I was about seven years old when my grandmother was admitted to the hospital. My family opposed me going to the hospital frequently since they did not want to pollute my childhood
and happiness. But I refused and ran into my grandmother’s arms in my Dorothy red slippers. I
was always the youngest person there; but I could care less. I flourished when I heard stories-- especially her stories.
Growing up in her hospital ward, I was blessed with her array of stories. I would ask
countless questions as a little girl while gazing fondly at my grandmother. Yet, whenever I asked
about her past, she would say, “My child, you are too young.” As I grew older, my grandmother
allowed me to hear her stories of China that evolved into stories of bloodshed. I understood that
these were not “stories,” but an autobiographical account of her life-- actual events that happened to her. She painted a perspective that shaped me to appreciate my countless privileges. One
that revolved around fear and violence that spanned across continents and generations. One that
shaped my worldviews growing up and elevated my open-mindedness as I was raised to listen to
others.
She always softly stroked my hair, whispering “Ah, are you sure you want to know? I love
you my baby, I hope my experiences do not scare you and make you sad. Always protect that
smile and voice of yours. You are my everything.” She had the softest voice, but there was a unexplainable force in her tone that ignited attention. She fiercely protected my naivete, but knew that
sheltering me from the cruel reality of the world would do me harm.
One day, I remember eyeing the red dragon fruit that was perching on top of a stack of
newspapers. Without hesitation, she would feverishly slice it up and give all of it to me. She noticed all the little and simple things no one else would notice. Her heart relished in serving others. Not only was the red dragon fruit exotic, my grandmother was not only mentally exotic--but
physically as well.
She did not look entirely like a Chinese person, as she was a “mutt.” She had hazel deepset eyes, high cheekbones, and naturally cherry-red lips. Her long eyelashes hugged her warm
eyes and her eyes hugged anyone that she encounters. Her fair complexion contrasted her thick,
coarse brown hair. Her hair was usually pulled up neatly in a low ponytail allowing her fiery
cheeks and words to shine. She was a foreign beauty that failed to conform with the homogenous

Chinese society.
Our family had a reverence for exploring the world and its family of cultures; thus our
family was international and settled in a multitude of niches. As a result, her familial connections
in the United States and elsewhere also made her a prime suspect and target of the radical communist political party. Although my family had the last name “Li” that is fairly common in China, ours was different. 黎 was written and pronounced differently than the usual last name,李.
When our family introduces ourselves, we illustrate that it is the same Li that is associated with
Paris, or 巴黎 in Chinese. Interestingly enough, our family also has French heritage.
During the nineteen sixties and seventies, the Chinese government shut down the schools
fearing that the capitalist ideologies would exterminate communism; thus, new ways of thinking
were shunned and despised. Their blood-red flag, an emblem of the Communist Revolution, viciously planted its dominance in China. My grandmother sacrificed her mental state on her own
volition as she challenged authority during the Cultural Revolution. While the norm was to “keep
quiet,” “censor yourself” and to “not be educated,” she resisted—advocating for justice. Getting
beat up, locked up, and questioned was now her new norm since she was an outspoken intellectual woman who refused to have her rights arrested.
She later fled China not because of the fear of death, but rather because “education was sacred”
to her. She treasured the “freedom to have opinions,” and she wanted her family’s future to be
“anchored in having a sound education.” She was fueled by her dauntlessness and thrived in
deviating from the social norm. She gave my family a future not reigned through oppression, but
through freedom. She sacrificed her familiarity of culture, the people, and her lifestyle to so that
my family could have a better future.
Even though she escaped out of China from her many near-death experiences, she suffered
from major head trauma from the constant bloody beatings; and as she aged, she developed
Alzheimer’s Disease. In the span of a few years, her new memories were waiting to be discarded minutes later. However, she fought to remember me-- and she did. Eventually, I was the last
person she could remember, and I would hear her calling “Mei Wen” or sometimes, “Vivian.”
Mei Wen is my Chinese name, and it means beautiful rainbow. In Chinese characters, Mei Wen
is 美雯. The first character represents “pretty” and the second character means “rainbow.” She
taught me that the beauty of my name lies in the “Wen” or rainbow. The top half of the character
“Wen” is the character “rain.” The bottom half is another Chinese character that also is pronounced “Wen,” but it means language or writing. She would say, “You are the rainbow in my
life that comes after it rains. There is no more sorrow or darkness, but a beautiful rainbow that is
unafraid of writing about my life.”
When she was younger, she dressed herself with accents of asian and european influence.
She would constantly switch between the traditional chinese qipao dress and the european knee
length A-line dresses. She also decorated herself with jewelry that was not flashy, but with simple
ornaments that radiated her natural beauty. She expressed herself liberally through all means;
and let no one dictate her life.
As she aged, the wrinkles on her face were shaped in the form of smiles; thus, when she
smiled, her whole face smiled. Her hair imitated the seasons transitioning from the brown fall
leaves to the white winter snow. Her posture continued to remain straight despite her old age as
her body was trained and disciplined. As she aged, her palms and cheeks never failed to emit the
flushed, reddish pops of exuberant color.
Although she forgot many of our family members, many of her traumatic memories un-
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shackled her: she became invigorated like a fire ready to be kindled. She would constantly stimulate her mental capacity somehow, whether it be reading, playing strategy games, or asking other
people questions about their lives. I call her “grandmother” because she was and is a motherly
figure in my life. She challenged the stereotypes associated with gender roles and reinvented the
definition of agape love.
I was born in the year of the dragon, which is synonymous with strength and ambition.
Since I have two other second cousins in my family that are also born in the same year, they are
dragons as well. Since I was born first, I became “assigned” as the dragon’s head, or the leader.
I never thought much about myself; however my grandmother insisted that I was destined to
broadcast my voice.
My grandmother’s stories gave me nomos, a sense of meaningful order and meaning in my
life. So even as she aged, grew mute, and eventually passed away, anomy was absent in my life as
I processed that her death was not a setback and my mentality became strengthened every time I
reflected on her stories. I wrote all her stories in red ink as not only a memory of her but to share
that her stories were not meant to be dreary, but is my link to my family’s history and contemporary society.
My grandmother with flushed, reddish hues shaped my identity and pushed me out of my
comfort zone so I could better myself in getting in touch with others who had different cultures,
backgrounds and worldviews. My world is influenced by bold glaring reds of knowledge, not only
through my grandmother’s hospital ward and her personal stories of bloodshed, but also through
my realizations that her anthropological account is one that would be remembered by me and
future generations. My name is Vivian, and I have become the storyteller that is “alive” and “full
of life,” and I have the same reddish palms and cheeks to voice not only my grandmother’s perspective, but also, ultimately, my own.
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Priyanka Sebeni

swan

Her neck disappears
Behind the clumps of her shoulder blades
She materializes into herself
Folding skin like an origami paper
Her mind mimics this motion
Second guessing,
Unraveling the bundled cord of her brain
She thought this is how it once was
And so this is how it must be now
Girl, concave
Girl, gone
Girl, encased within the casing of herself
Girl, disappeared
Girl, never to be whole again
This is not the case
Her neck unwinds from the
Plane of her body
Burgeoning like a flower
She looks around
Skin stretches back over bone
And into place
Girl second guessing second guesses
That is not how it has to be
Girl, concrete
Girl, right here
Girl, whole as she ever was
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Mya Correa

foundation
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ruth madrid

toto

In the absence of a lover,
I ask that the weather be ill.
So that I may stay inside,
Without the need of a day to fill.
			
A restraint so idle and weak,
			
I wish a storm may break me free,
			
With waters far and fierce like sin,
			
Rampant to sweep me off my feet.
		
In a land of treacherous waters,
It would find me a nice place to stay.
I know the clouds are an open space-I hope It takes me far, far away.
			
			
			
			

To a home so strange and vague,
So I may know there’s none like it.
No place, no home, none to say.
There is no place I’d find fit.

In the absence of a lover
I ask that the weather be ill,
So that I may remain uninclined,
Undisturbed about anything,
Not about anyone, at all.
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Joyce Ker

lattice

i show him the right way to suck marrow from shank.
hide the fever in my mouth, heat souring blue.
when i spit red-shock cardinals and knick my fingers
against his teeth, he measures the space between my bones
and calls it love. love—my bruises and gated wrists
and hips that cracked like sugar. love—how we drowned
in the lattices of our own palms.
how we danced in the dark with no eyelids. think
of all the birds writhing like snakes into the sky—
pummeling down, clenching fistfuls of air.
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yaritza plata

when lesbians break up
and when she gets home after the break up she’ll remove her nail polish as it was matching sky
blue with her now former lover and the smell of alcohol will stain the cotton balls and make it
unpleasant to bite her nails and make her tongue writhe against her teeth and she will go in her
closet and try to find some clean clothes that isn’t hers (her as in her former lover) and fit into
it to go to bed to cry into a pillow case that has a hot pink strand of hair or two from her former
lover and the sunlight beaming in will carry her through the next thirty minutes before she texts
her best friend in new mexico that they broke up and her best friend will answer in three minutes
because she’s not always on her phone but she always seems to have a sense that she has a message from her and the best friend will ask her what went wrong and she will say that a bee and a
ladybug can not always love the same flowers and feel the nature in their tiny legs the same way
and her best friend will know what is going on even if she is speaking in poems because its been
the same problem they’ve had since they’ve first got together 437 days ago and it was always going to be their ticking time bomb they acted deaf to
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Armageddon arrived in Ortonville in a 2012 Subaru Forester with scratched hubcaps. The
moment the Vega family moved in next door, Maya knew her life was over. Before the car was
even parked, three giant Dobermans and a little girl came barreling out of the backseat. The girl
was screaming about how she “already hated this ugly town filled with stupid-looking-idiot people.” She screamed, cried, and kicked at the lawn until chunks of grass and dirt went flying.
The car parked and a woman dressed in head-to-toe athleisure stepped out, unbothered by the
temper tantrum her daughter was throwing and went to speak with the movers. The girl threw
her Barbies at the house until her mother finally looked at her. “Bella, calm down. Go choose
your room.” Bella huffed and crossed her arms over her chest, shaking her head so violently her
pigtails looked like whips. The mother sighed. “Victor, take your sister inside,” she yelled back at
the car.
Maya’s stomach caught in her throat when the hottest guy she’d ever seen got out of the
passenger seat. Normally she didn’t go for the long-haired stoner skater boy type, but this one
could’ve been Adonis himself, if Adonis was the singer of a funk-rock band. He caught Maya’s
eyes through the kitchen window with a smirk, and her gut filled with butterflies. He grabbed his
sister’s hand, pulled her up the porch steps, and disappeared into the house.
Maya and her mom waited a while for the chaos to die down before making the trek across
the lawn with a platter of chocolate chip cookies to ‘welcome them to town’. This, of course,
was code for snoop around and determine if Mrs. Vega was book club material. As soon as they
stepped onto the lawn, the three Dobermans shot up and starting barking. The dogs were huddled so close to each other they looked like one massive, three-headed dog. Maya did her best to
stay as far away from them as possible when she rang the doorbell. The door swung open and
Mrs. Vega stood in the doorway, boxed water in hand, and a tight-lipped smile on her face.
“Hello,” Maya’s mom said in her PTA fundraiser voice. “My name is Eleanor, and this is
my daughter Maya. We live next door and we just wanted to drop by to say hello and welcome
you to the neighborhood.”
“How very considerate,” Mrs. Vega said. She stood there for a couple of awkward moments while Maya’s mom tried to look around her, into the house. “Would you like to come in?”
she finally offered.
Maya’s mom was already stepping past her before she finished the sentence. “We’d hate
to be a bother, we’ll just drop these cookies off in the kitchen and be out of your hair,” she said
as she walked, obviously taking stock of the living room furniture. “Is this your husband?” she
asked, pulling a frame from an open box.
“Yes,” Mrs. Vega said. “He’s away on business. He’ll be here once he finishes the job he’s
working on.” She took the frame from Maya’s mom and placed it back in the box before leading
the rest of the way to the kitchen. Maya tried to eye the photo as she passed, but Mrs. Vega had
put it face-down in the box.
“What does your husband do?” Maya’s mom asked. “A farmer like the rest of the husbands around here?” Ortonville was a small, mostly agricultural town, the farms surrounded the
town on all sides, allowing for a slice of suburbia in the middle. There was a town just like it not
far south, and a small city fifty miles east.
“He’s a closer. We both thought a little fresh air and room to run around would be good

for the children.”
Maya’s mom was clearly about to ask another question, but was cut off when the teenage
boy from earlier came running down the stairs. His little sister was hot on his heels with an inflatable sword held in both hands. She was screaming about turning the rug red with his blood. “Not
if I get you first,” Victor said and spun around, shooting her clear in the forehead with his nerf
crossbow. “I am the conqueror!” he declared, waving the plastic weapon above his head. Bella
shrieked as she threw her sword at the wall. Victor laughed and went to lean against the refrigerator.
“Stop it, Bella. We have guests,” Mrs. Vega said. “Victor, don’t goad her on like that.”
“I want Daddy!” Bella said, little fists wobbling at her sides.
“Daddy is working.” There was a glint in Mrs. Vega’s eyes when she said it, like she and
her daughter had this fight many times already and she was tired of it.
Bella huffed and turned on her heels to look Maya dead in the eyes with a stare too intense
for such a little kid. The look was weird, almost aggressive. Maya had to resist a primal urge to
push the little girl over. Bella shot her hand out and grabbed a cookie from the platter Maya was
holding, then sprinted back up the stairs.
Once Bella was gone and Maya no longer felt like shoving something, she mustered up a
weak smile and held the platter of cookies out to Mrs. Vega, who looked down at it the way people look at a kid’s ugly macaroni art. “You shouldn’t have gone to the trouble.”
“It was no trouble,” Maya’s mom said.
The tight-lipped smile returned to Mrs. Vega’s face as she considered the cookies. “Well
thank you.” She took the platter from Maya with her fingertips, then immediately dropped it on
the kitchen island as if it just came out of the oven and she didn’t have a mitt. A scraping sound
came from the living room as the movers continued filing in and out with furniture and boxes.
“Hey, be careful with that! It reads off with medical accuracy,” Mrs. Vega shouted at a mover
that was passing by with an intense looking scale. She forgot all about Maya and her mom, opting instead to follow the mover and nag him about how the scale had to be handled with extreme
care, so as not to damage the plates.
“Mom won’t eat these,” Victor said then grabbed two cookies and bit into them both at
the same time. “She’s like the queen of extreme dieting. Swear to God, I haven’t seen her eat a
carb since before Bella’s first war cry,” he said, chewing. Even with a mouth full of chocolate chip
mush, he made Maya’s stomach flutter. “Anyway,” he said and tucked a lock of silky-looking
hair behind one ear, “thanks for stopping by. The door is where you came in from,” he said and
twirled his crossbow, leaving Maya and her mom to show themselves out.
***
“The entire harvest failed. Even the crops that made it were rotten when they cut ‘em
open,” Maya’s dad said at dinner that night. At the end of the last major harvest, a disease appeared in some of the crops in Odessa, the next town over. At first, it wasn’t too bad so the farmers didn’t think much of it, just sprayed down some extra insecticides and moved on to the next
rotation of crops. When the crops took hold it was obvious the disease wasn’t something that
could be easily quelled. It swept through entire fields, turning the crops black and mushy, and no
matter how fast the farmers removed the infected rows, or how many insecticides they sprayed,
they couldn’t stop the spread. Last week they decided to cut their losses and reap the harvest early in an attempt to get the good crops before they turned. A touch unripe can sell. Diseased can’t.
‘That’s why you never leave a bad plant in the ground’, Maya’s father had said when the disease
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started spreading in earnest. ‘Don’t matter if it’s a common sick, or even just a single plant, you
remove it and the ones either side of it. I once lost half a field by being so careless’.
“A lot of families will be tight on money until next harvest,” her mom said, serving herself
another scoop of steamed carrots. “And that’s assuming it goes well.”
Her dad grunted. “If they last that long. After they realized nothing was salvageable, they
turned on each other. Probably doesn’t help that a chunk of livestock died too.”
“Did they eat the bad crops?”
“Probably. Some people claim the crop farmers sold them bad feed on purpose.”
After dinner, Maya helped her parents clear the table before going out to the barn to brush
her horse out before it got any darker. Twinkie was a white spotted palomino jumping horse that
Maya’s parents had gotten her for her eleventh birthday. It took nearly a year of non-stop begging after she saw the old neighbor’s teenage daughter come home from an eventing competition.
She had a trophy the size of a blender, and so many flowers her horse looked like a parade float.
Every night Maya would come into the barn to kiss the long bridge of his nose. She was
met with a whinny when she opened the door. “Hello, my favorite boy,” she said as she crossed
into his stall. It was decorated with the trophies and every ribbon the two of them had won over
the years, they were all red or white, second and third place. But they’d been practicing all summer, and Maya was determined to win gold this season. She looked at all the photographs and
stroked Twinkie’s flank while he continued to neigh, shifting his weight and rocking back onto his
hind legs. “Whatcha doin that for?”
Twinkie answered by whining low and bumping Maya’s face with his nose. She shushed
him and kissed the plane between his big brown eyes. “How are you already cold?” she asked,
noticing the way he was swishing his tail. It was barely late August and the summer heat hadn’t
broken yet. She pulled his blanket from where it hung over the side of his pen and draped it
over his back. The horse neighed and stomped the dirt beneath him, excited. “No more riding
tonight,” she said and he let out another whine. “I know, I’m sorry, buddy.” She gave the spot
between his ears a good scratch before going back inside.
***
A few days after the Vegas arrived, Maya went to the grocery store with her mom. After
twenty painstaking minutes of going up and down every aisle while her mom cross-checked her
list with her coupons, there was a loud crash from the next aisle over. Intrigued, Maya went to investigate. She rounded the corner and saw the Vegas. Their shopping cart hit a display of jarred
fruit and sent it crashing down, coating the creme-colored linoleum in a lake of glistening syrup,
sprinkled with mountains of peach halves and gleaming shards of glass. Mrs. Vega was looking at
a zit-faced employee apologetically while her kids stood by, bored. Maya caught Victor’s eyes and
a smile spread over his lips, setting off a chain of dominoes in Maya’s gut.
Mrs. Vega turned to her son and handed him some cash from her wallet. “Here, buy whatever you want and I’ll meet you back at the house.” She shooed him off and turned her attention
back to the worker.
Victor took the cash and Bella’s hand, which his sister immediately yanked back with a
huff, and walked down the aisle to Maya. “Where are the chips in this place?”
Maya led him to everything he asked about, sour candy, glass bottles of creme soda the
color of toilet bowl cleaner, HotPockets. “Is your mom gonna be okay with all this?” Maya asked
between getting rainbow sherbert and microwaveable Mexican food.
Victor shrugged. “She’s too busy with her freak diets to bother with what we eat.”

“Sometimes she forgets to make us dinner,” Bella chimed in as she hopped over the dark
brown tiles that crisscrossed along the floor.
When they were finished, Maya walked them to the registers, where her mom was already
in line. Maya watched as Victor dumped his pile of junk food in the expresslane, despite having
six more items than the sign allowed. Her mom scoffed, “If you keep eating like that you’ll make
yourself sick.” Victor shrugged, paid the cashier, then immediately opened a bag of Flamin Hot
Cheetos and handed Bella a bright blue soda.
“No wonder that little girl is such a terror. All that sugar,” Maya’s mom said under her
breath as they walked away.
***
When school started the next week everyone was already talking about ‘the hot new guy’.
By first break, all the girls—and a few of the guys—were craning their necks to get a good look
at Victor. By lunch, he’d fallen in with the stoner kids that hung out in front of the auditorium.
Maya passed him on the way to her table and he smiled at her, doing the chin thing guys do in
greeting. He had a longboard propped up next to him, a watercolor painting of a white horse
running through a storm on its deck. Maya’s stomach did a kickflip and she felt heat rise to her
cheeks. She looked away and beelined to her regular table in the quad. Of course, her friends
were also talking about Victor. Annika, who’d been Maya’s best friend since they both got sent to
the nurse for eating glue in kindergarten, grabbed Maya’s arm and yanked it. “Why’d the new
guy nod at you like that?” she asked.
“He’s my new neighbor, remember?” Maya answered and shook her friend off.
“Uhhhmm, no. You told us about a terrible little girl and a bunch of dogs that never shut
up. You said nothing about a hot guy,” Rachel, an avid gossip, said. Maya shrugged and looked
down at her lunch but didn’t feel like eating. Her stomach still felt unsteady from Victor’s smile
and her face was still hot. Rachel barreled on. “I heard he and Sierra hooked up last week, and
now she’s worried she’s pregnant. Apparently she’s been throwing up like crazy.”
Annika rolled her eyes. “She wouldn’t be throwing up yet.”
“Maybe it’s an STD or something.”
“Can you guys shut up about STDs? Some of us are eating,” another friend interjected.
“Besides, you’re both being stupid. She’s just sick and trying to get attention.”
***
“The disease was found in the fields closest to the edge of town. None of ours, but people
are worried it’ll take like it did in Odessa,” Maya’s dad said during dinner a few days later. He’d
been fidgety all evening until Maya’s mom reached her wit’s end and demand he tell them what
was going on. Odessa’s fields had been deemed useless, and in an effort to jump-start production
again and get the soil back to its pre-diseased state, they’d decided to slash and burn the majority
of them. They were just waiting for the heat to break.
When Maya went to visit Twinkie that night, she saw Victor. He was on the edge of his
property and on top of some blonde girl from Maya’s civics class, Kelly or Kylie or something
like that. Even from her lawn, she could hear the breathing and spit sounds. She saw Victor pull
back from the girl, and a long string of spit trailed from his lips into the girl’s mouth. She gagged
and pretended she didn’t see it as she all but ran into the barn.
Twinkie was laying on his side with his ears straight forward when Maya entered the barn.
She rushed over, panicked. The horse lifted his head and whined. Relief filled her chest, but the
sick feeling in the pit of her stomach didn’t budge. “What’s wrong boy?” she asked him and rest-
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ed her forehead against his. He let out a breath in response.
Maya stayed with Twinkie until he was sleeping peacefully under his blanket. When she
returned to her room it was too late to call the vet, so she grabbed her laptop and did the one
thing she knew no one should ever do. She googled it. For nearly an hour she clicked through
wikihow articles on discerning equine illnesses and checked all the PetMD pages on horses. She
went through an obscene number of tabs, even pulled up the thesaurus and typed in “sickness”.
She googled every synonym that came up, and grew increasingly worried with every result. She
didn’t stop until she typed in the word ‘pestilence’ and all the pages turned into links to biblical
texts and Wikipedia articles on the apocalypse. Frustrated with the dead end, she buried her face
in her arms, closed her eyes, and tried to remind herself everything online was the worst-case
scenario. Just as her mind was beginning to slow down, she heard the furious chorus of barking
dogs. She looked out her window to see Bella riding a red tricycle up and down the street. Her
face was scrunched up and she was pedaling like her life depended on it. The dogs on the street
barked at her, and she screamed at them to shut up. Talk about the fucking apocalypse, Maya
thought and pushed her window shut.
***
The next week in civics, a sub was taking attendance and at the name Kelsey, a girl sitting
next to an empty desk spoke up. “She has the stomach virus.” Over the past few weeks, a bad
stomach bug had been making the rounds, and more people dropped every day. After a moment,
Maya remembered Kelsey was the blonde girl she saw with Victor. She turned to look to the back
of the room, where Victor sat between a window and a kid who’d been high since the seventh
grade. She expected the virus to have taken him out too, but there he was, looking as glowy as a
celebrity in a face wash ad. The only thing off about him was the deep furrow between his brows
as he bit his nails. He caught her eyes and the furrow disappeared as he smiled at her.
Maya turned back to the board. Beside her, Rachel whispered to Annika about how Sierra’s “pregnancy” turned out to be the stomach virus as well. In front of her, someone said Kelsey
was stupid for eating the rotten crops.
After class ended, Maya was walking out the door when she felt someone touch her shoulder. She turned, thinking it was one of her friends. Instead, she saw Victor, with a mischievous
glint in his eyes. “If we hurry we can grab cheese fries from The Pit and be back before fifth period,” he said.
Pit Stop Burgers, the local greasy food place, was only a block and a half away from the
high school. Most students ended up there at the end of the day, and almost as frequently, during
school. It was owned by a slightly older couple that always looked the other way when kids came
in when they should’ve been in class.
“C’mon, what’ll we really miss? Cold corn dogs?” Victor added when she didn’t answer
right away.
Maya knew there would be questions if she wasn’t at the table at lunch, but looking at Victor’s smile made her heart race. She could deal with her friends later. They jumped the gate near
the soccer field and were at The Pit in less than five minutes. Victor paid, saying his mom gave
him money so she didn’t have to deal with making him lunch.
It was one of the rare times when the cheese on the fires was perfectly melted from the moment they appeared on the table. They ate fast, trying to make it back before lunch ended.
“That’s disgusting,” Maya said as Victor covered his half of the fries with ketchup.
“What? It’s good,” he laughed and shoveled a forkful of his atrocity into his mouth and

made a big show of chewing.
“Oh my god, stop. You’re making me sick.” Maya meant it as a joke, but once the words
left her mouth her stomach got heavy and churned. She looked down at her half of the fries and
suddenly they didn’t look as appetizing as they did before. She brushed it off, deciding she must
have eaten too quickly.
“Thanks again,” Maya said as they walked back to school when they were finished.
“It’s no big.” The corner of his mouth turned up in a smirk. “But I mean, if you’re looking
to pay me back…” before Maya realized what was happening he was already in for the kiss. She
pulled back just before their lips met.
“Maybe another time. I don’t feel great.”
He let out a short breath. “C’mon.” He grabbed her hand and leaned in again.
Maya was going to call him a jackass, but just before she could, she gagged and pushed
him away, sure she was going to puke. Victor put his hand on her shoulder right as the cheese
fries came back up in the nearest Abelia bush. Maya was mortified.
Victor was doing a bad job of hiding a smile. “How about we revisit this after you brush
your teeth, babe.”
Maya’s embarrassment turned to anger as he walked away. She wanted to fire back, but
was afraid if she opened her mouth there’d be more barf. Every time she saw Victor after that
she felt queasy all over again.
***
The weeks dragged on and things just kept getting worse. The disease picked up speed
and the entire town felt tense. Neighbors blamed each other for the spreading, and every farming
family grew nervous, then downright quarrelsome when they had to throw out their contaminated crops. The stomach virus continued making the rounds, and then there was fighting over
whether it was caused by eating bad crops or not.
Maya’s mom tried to bolster family morale, even when the first sign of disease appeared
in the family fields. “It’s just that one row. We still have more than enough,” she’d say, and when
that stopped being true, she said, “We’ve had bad years before, and we’ve always bounced back”
and “We have enough to get by on.”
However, time passed, the days seemed to grow longer and Maya’s mom finally cracked.
She was a third grade teacher, and as luck, or the town’s tiny population, would have it, Bella was
in her class. Each day, she’d come home with a new story about how much of a monster the girl
was. “She picks fights with everyone. As if the class wasn’t difficult already. The boys are always
roughhousing, and the girls run around calling each other names. Bella taught them all the word
bitch, and I had to have five parent-teacher conferences about it.”
“What did Mrs. Vega say?” Maya asked.
“Nothing! She refused to meet. When I called her about Bella’s behavior, she said, ‘That’s
just who she is,’ Who parents their child like that?” Maya’s mom said, exasperated. “Oh, and did
I tell you what she said on Wednesday?” Maya shook her head, even though she knew her mom
wasn’t looking and would tell her anyway. “Another girl called her a bitch, a word she taught
everyone, and Bella threw the girl’s pencil case across the classroom and screamed, and I mean
screamed, ‘When my Daddy gets here he’s gonna kill you’.”
“Not looking forward to meeting him,” Maya said, thinking about how awful Mr. Vega
must be for his children to have turned out the way they did. At school, she did her best to ignore
Victor, who’s butterfly-inducing smirk had evolved into a shit-eating grin as girls kept throwing
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themselves at his feet. He’d even won homecoming king, and the look on his face with that plastic
crown tilted slightly to the side made her want to hurl.
Maya spent every free moment she had with Twinkie, who was doing worse by the day.
One day she was able to coax him out of the barn for a walk at the vet’s recommendation. She
took him down the trail that went from behind her house to the park a few blocks over. By the
time they arrived, Twinkie was panting. Maya led him to the shade to rest and sat beside him.
She watched the children run back and forth and climb over the jungle gym as their parents socialized on the stone benches.
She heard the sound of skateboard wheels over the divots in the sidewalk and she immediately knew the Vegas had arrived. Victor was skateboarding lazily as Bella furiously pedaled
her red trike and yelled at him to hurry up. The very sight of them gave Maya a headache, but
she couldn’t stop watching. Bella sprinted to the swings, shoving a little boy along the way. Victor
gave the kid a pat on the back as he righted himself, then made his way to the swingset, where
Bella was already shouting at him to push her.
Just then, the kid Bella shoved doubled over and threw up into the sandpit, where a group
of kids were playing. A girl screamed, and the kid threw up again. One of the bench moms shot
up, throwing her magazine to the ground. She raced over to the screaming girl and pulled her
out of the sandpit. Another kid in the sandpit started to cough violently. Two more sets of parents
rushed over. “Get your kid out of here,” the first mom snapped at the barfing kid’s father.
“Don’t tell me what to do with my kid,” the dad snapped back.
“He’s going to get the rest of the children sick.” Just as the mom that, another kid in the
sandpit started coughing.
“What about that kid? They’re obviously sick. Why are you singling out my kid?”
“Your child is throwing up. You shouldn’t have even brought him here,” the mom fired
back, trying to pull the kid out of the sandpit before he could throw up again.
“Don’t touch my kid, bitch,” the dad yelled and grabbed his son.
“Don’t call my wife a bitch,” another man said.
Alongside the yelling was the screeching of the swingset. Bella smiled serenely as she glided
through the air. Victor watched the fighting parents, clearly amused.
“Back the fuck up, buddy,” a dad yelled. When the man in his face didn’t back down, he
swung at his jaw. A mom and a few kids screamed, another mom yelled something about the cops.
The dad that got punched grabbed the other by the collar, practically foaming at the mouth.
Maya looked back to the Vega kids just in time to see Bella reach the top of the swing
and jump off, landing easily on the grass. She stood still for a moment, watching intently as the
parents continued to fight. At the blare of sirens she turned to Victor, who was still watching the
parents, a smile playing at his lips. “I’m bored now. Let’s go home,” she said and stalked past the
quarreling parents as a police officer jumped out of the car. Victor followed her, sidestepping the
boy who’d started it all just before he threw up again.
The officer got between the brawling fathers, speaking into the walkie-talkie on her shoulder. The tension in the park deflated. The moms stopped yelling at each other, and the children
grew silent. The dad that threw the first punch straightened up and extended a hand to the other.
Maya had never seen such explosive anger in public before, and she’d definitely never seen such a
heated argument die out so suddenly. Before the crops started dying, things like this never happened in Ortonville, but lately they were happening more and more, each one fierier than the last.
Maya stood and grabbed Twinkie’s reigns, starting back down the path they came from. Over her

shoulder, she caught one last glimpse of the Vega children as they disappeared around the corner,
and something told her their arrival in town was no coincidence.
After putting Twinkie back in his pen, Maya was walking back into her house when she
noticed the hose had fallen off its hook and gotten tangled up on the grass, as it often did. Her father refused to buy a new hook, insisting that the one that came with the house was good enough.
As she knelt down at the side of her house she could hear a voice coming from the Vegas open
kitchen window.
“...killing the crops as fast as I can.” It was Mrs. Vega. Maya scooted closer to the open
window, still kneeling down so she wouldn’t be seen.
“Why don’t you focus on your job? I haven’t seen a single obituary...when we left Odessa
you promised it wouldn’t be long. It’s been two months, you’re the only one who can quiet Bella,
and you know Victor can’t finish anyone on his own… just make it happen.”
Maya slumped against the house, unable to properly process what she’d just heard. She
kept running through the information. She tried to piece it all together. The Vegas moved to
Ortonville from Odessa. Everything that’s happening here, happened in Odessa first. The crops
failing, the anger, sickness. And it all started when the Vegas showed up. If the phone call she’d
just heard was to be trusted, Mrs. Vega was the one killing the crops, that means the anger and
sickness had to be the work of her kids. It was then when Maya realized every time she got near
Victor her stomach churned. At first, she thought it was just butterflies, but now she realized
what it really was. Stomachache. And when she’d been close to him for too long she vomited.
Maya searched for some rational explanation, and of course she didn’t get one. Her childhood days of catechism that her grandparents forced upon her sprang forward. It was everyone’s
favorite part of bible study because it was the most gruesome, and kids always loved death before
they learned to understand it. The book of Revelation, John’s account of the apocalypse. Even as
she thought it, it sounded crazy, but somehow it all made sense. Pestilence on a white horse, followed by War on a red stallion, then Famine on black, until finally, Death rides in on a pale horse.
The stomach virus that first showed up in the people Victor hooked up with, the way Bella and
her rage got everyone around her all riled up, the disease wiping out all the crops. Mr. Vega had
to be Death. In the Bible, after Revelation came a new and better earth, but her gut told her that
isn’t how this would end.
Maya shook her head, hoping to clear it of the crazy theory. She told herself the apocalypse
was just a story, and the horsemen were simply characters in it. She’d never been an especially
religious person, finding the stories of miracles and a promised land too unbelievable, so why
should she believe the apocalypse was real?
There are plenty of explanations, she told herself. Mrs. Vega could be poisoning the crops,
or maybe she meant it like she was killing the ones that had already gone bad from the disease,
maybe she’s helping out another family. I have no idea what she does all day. And the obituaries
could mean anything, maybe Mr. Vega writes obituaries for newspapers. And Bella is just a terribly behaved kid. But she had to admit, the alternatives were weak at best. She didn’t know what
to do, she needed something concrete to latch onto, something to show her she was just being
crazy, and if they really were the four horsemen of the apocalypse, she’d need proof of that too.
***
Over the next few days, Maya did her best to avoid even thinking about the Vegas. When
she saw Victor at school, leaning against the lockers with a lowerclassmen girl who was laughing
way too loud, or grinding his skateboard down the railing on the auditorium steps, she’d turn
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and walk in the other direction. And when she’d hear Bella and the dogs screaming and barking
in their yard, she’d shut and lock the windows, then pull the curtains closed.
One day after school Maya was bringing the mail inside and noticed it had been swapped
with the Vegas. She thought about just ignoring it, but she knew if her dad saw it he’d get angry.
Every little thing set him off lately. A third of the family fields had to be cleared.
Maya trudged across the lawn to deliver the letters, cursing USPS the entire way. When
she got to the porch, her family’s mail was tucked halfway under the front door. Without thinking, she shoved the Vega’s mail under the door before grabbing her own and cursed aloud when
it pushed her own mail entirely inside the house. Again, she thought about leaving it, but her dad
would be even more upset if she returned the Vegas’ mail and didn’t get their own while she was
there.
With a sigh, she stood and knocked on the door. The driveway was empty, so she wasn’t
surprised when no one answered. She knocked again, harder this time. Nothing, not even the
barking of the Dobermans. She peeked through the open slit of the curtains and saw no signs of
life. She let out an angry groan and jiggled the doorknob in exasperation, fully expecting it to be
locked. It wasn’t. The knob turned and the door swung all the way open. She froze and looked
around, but nothing was out of the ordinary. “Hello?” she called into the house, leaning into the
doorway but not stepping through. “It’s Maya from next door. Our mail got swapped...the door
was unlocked.” Silence. None of the lights were on inside and all the curtains were closed. “Okay,
I guess I’ll just take it,” she said more to herself than anyone else and stepped into the house,
shutting the door behind her.
She fully intended to grab the mail and go, but once she was through the doorway that
slipped away and she knew she had to look for clues. Something to explain what was happening
in Ortonville and how the Vegas were tied to it, to prove her theory. She stepped right over the
pile of letters on the floor and started searching every inch of the living room. She worked quickly, eyes scanning over everything, looking for something out of the ordinary. There was nothing
until her eyes landed on a framed photo sitting on the mantle.
It was a family photo, all of them standing in front of a lake, there was a single boat in the
distance and the three Dobermans were caught mid-stride across the shore behind them. What
really caught her eye was the man she assumed was Mr. Vega. He had one arm around his wife,
and was holding Bella on his hip with the other. He wore a slightly wrinkled looking white linen
shirt and was smiling. He looked warm and welcoming, the exact opposite of everything she expected. She was about to pick up the frame when the voice came from behind her.
“Breaking and entering isn’t the best way to get a guy to notice you,” Victor said, leaning
against the doorway.
Maya whipped around, knocking the frame off the mantle as she did. There was the sound
of glass shattering. She closed her eyes and let out a long exhale, biting her lip as she tried to find
a way to recover. “I just came by to get my mail, they got swapped.”
Victor cocked an eyebrow. “Then why was it still on the floor?” he asked, waving the bundle of letters back and forth.
“I-” she started, but Victor held up a hand and smiled easily.
“Just admit it, you want me.” He smirked.
Maya felt a familiar churn in her stomach. “You make me sick.”
Victor smiled, obviously pleased to hear it. “Oh babe,” he said. “Those are just butterflies.”
Maya practically gagged, then remembered why she was even there. “I know what’s going

on here, what your family is up to. You’re destroying everything. The crops, the stomach virus,
the way everyone is at each other’s throats. You’re behind it all.” Victor laughed and looked like
he was about to fire back, but Maya beat him to it. “I know you came from Odessa. I know what
you did there, what your father is going to do.”
That shook him. Instantly his usual carefree demeanor was gone and his face hardened.
“Whatever you think you’re implying is wrong, and even if it wasn’t no one would believe you
anyway.”
“He won’t succeed, he can’t,” Maya knew she was really pushing her luck and she had
nothing to back her claims up with. In all honesty, she knew if the Vegas could wreck their individual havocs so successfully, there was no reason Mr. Vega wouldn’t also succeed at his job. “I
know he’s been trying and failing.”
Victor strode up to Maya so quickly she barely had enough time to scramble back so he
couldn’t touch her. “I think it’s time for you to go,” he said and thrust her mail into her hands.
“Before I call the police.”
***
A few days after the mail debacle, Maya woke to the sound of Bella’s usual morning
screaming as Mrs. Vega dragged her into the Subaru for school. Maya did her best to ignore it.
Her father wasn’t downstairs. Like many of the farmers in town, he’d left the house early that
morning to help a friend in Odessa with the slash and burn.
Maya went to school as usual, and everything was the same as it always was. Until third
period. In the middle of AP lang, a brigade of fire trucks went speeding past the school, sirens
wailing, followed closely by an ambulance and a handful of police cars. The entire classroom
erupted into chaos and grabbed their phones, trying to figure out what was happening. Mr. Arnold did his best to get everyone to calm down and get back to their in-class essays, but eventually gave in and looked up what was happening on the class projector. The fires being used for the
slash and burn had caught and were spreading fast. There was stunned silence until the phone
rang and made everyone jump. Mr. Arnold spoke in low tones into the receiver before hanging up
and telling everyone to go straight home.
Maya’s mom grabbed her in a crushing hug as soon as she walked in the door. “Is dad
back?” Maya asked when she finally released her. Her mom shook her head and a sob escaped
her lips as she attempted to wipe the tears from her eyes. “Have you heard from him at all?”
Maya asked, and panic rose in her stomach as her mother let out another sob.
Maya and her mom sat on the couch and watched the news grow progressively worse.
All the firefighters and ambulances in a fifty-mile radius were called in, and still the fires tore
through all the fields and a handful of buildings before the firefighters could get them under
control. Maya and her mom held it together as long as they could, but as soon as they began reporting on casualties, Maya’s heart seemed to stop and her mom broke down. After what felt like
forever, Maya’s dad walked through the front door. They both ran into his arms. He smelled the
same way he had the one Fourth of July when he’d burnt all the burgers during their annual barbeque. “It’s okay, I’m okay,” he repeated over and over as he held them close, rubbing his sturdy
hands in circles over their backs as Maya and her mom shook with relieved sobs.
That night they had dinner in front of the TV, something that was reserved for only really special circumstances, like election night, or that one time dad’s alma mater was in the Rose
Bowl. The fires were all put out by sundown, and the final body count was thirteen, with seven
more in the hospital. The news crew started interviewing people around seven. Farmers de-
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scribed how the fires were all mild and under control before turning violent in a split second. The
mayor declared a state of emergency. The damage done to the farmland meant Odessa was likely to be a food desert for at least five years. The word famine pushed to the forefront of Maya’s
mind and she clenched her jaw.
After she’d reached her threshold of watching the awful aftermath on the news, she went
out back to check on Twinkie. The air was thick with smoke and ash and he was wheezing. She
made sure his water trough was filled and made a futile attempt to fan the smoke from his stall.
She stroked his flank and kissed between his big brown eyes. “I’m sorry the air is so rough, buddy. It’ll be better soon,” she promised.
When she left the barn, the Vega’s porch light was on, illuminating Victor and Mrs. Vega
sitting on a swing. She was careful to stay out of the light so they wouldn’t see her.
“So dad is almost done?” she heard Victor ask.
“The job didn’t go as well as he’d hoped. Only thirteen,” Mrs. Vega answered.
“That’s it?”
“At least I did my job. They’ll have no way to grow any more food for a long time.”
Maya froze. If she’d needed any more proof, this was it. Pestilence on a white horse, followed by
War on a red stallion, then Famine on black, until finally, Death rides in on a pale horse. Everything made sense. The stomach virus, the one that first showed up in the people Victor hooked up
with, the way Bella and her rage got everyone around her all worked up, the disease wiping out
all the crops, the deaths.
She ran inside. Her parents were still in the living room, huddled close and whispering to
each other. “Mom, Dad, the Vegas! It’s the Vegas!” she yelled as she slid on the hardwood floors
in her socked feet, catching herself on the doorframe before she could wipeout. “The fire, the
crops, everything, it’s all because of the Vegas,” she said, running the words together in her hurry.
“What are you talking about?” her mom asked, clearly annoyed and confused.
“The Vegas caused everything. They’re the four horsemen of the apocalypse.”
Maya’s mom’s face fixed into a collection of angry lines. “Maya, that’s ridiculous. Bad neighbors
are not the end of the world.”
“Don’t you think it’s weird all of this started happening after they showed up?”
“Maya please, now is not the time for absurd stories-”
“It’s true! Someone has to stop them!” Maya yelled. “Their father is Death. I heard them
talking about it! And Mrs. Vega is the one wiping out the crops, she’s Famine. We have to do
something before Mr. Vega kills more people!”
“Stop it!” Maya’s mom yelled and stood up. “This is the real world. There was an accident
and people died. People died, Maya, and you running around with some stupid story is disrespectful.”
“Mom, I-”
“No! The apocalypse isn’t real. God, I can’t deal with you right now.” She turned away
from Maya, pinching the bridge of her nose with her thumb and forefinger.
Maya didn’t know what to say. She looked back and forth between her parents. “Dad please, you
have to beli-”
“Stop it, Maya.” He placed a hand on his wife’s shoulder.
Maya went back upstairs feeling stunned and hollow. She looked out her window to the Vega’s
house. The lights were out and her stomach turned into a stone, crystallizing with anger. She

yanked the curtains shut and flung herself onto her bed, not bothering with the covers.
***
When Maya woke the first thing she did was open her curtains, hoping by some miracle
the Vegas would be gone, or better yet, they’d never arrived and it was all some twisted fever
dream. To her horror, not only were the Vegas still there, but there was a new car in the driveway,
a gray Honda.
She didn’t bother changing before going out back to check on Twinkie. She called his name
as she pushed the barn doors open, carrying in a fresh bucket of feed. There was no answer. She
held her breath as she rounded the corner into his stall. He was laying on his side, eyes closed.
Maya tried to say his name again, but somewhere between her throat and her lips, the words disappeared and left her opening and closing her mouth like a fish. She hurried to his side and ran
her hands over his neck and flank.
“Twinkie, c’mon boy. You’re okay, just wake up, wake up, Twinkiewakeup,” she pleaded
once her voice returned. Tears spilled from her eyes as her gentle pats turned into near violent
shakes. Twinkie’s legs were bent as if he was caught mid-jump. “Come on Twinkie, the season
starts in three weeks. You need to get up or you’ll miss it.” Her vision went blurry with tears. “Wwe were gonna win nationals this year,” She wailed, finally letting herself accept the truth she’d
know from the moment she stepped foot in the barn.
Twinkie was dead. The new car in the Vegas’ driveway belonged to Mr. Vega, and death
had finally come to Ortonville.
Maya ran into the house, calling for her parents. There was a note taped to the fridge
about an emergency town meeting in the elementary school multipurpose room. Her parents
must have taken her mom’s car because her dad’s toothpaste-colored Chevy was sitting in the
driveway. She hopped in the old truck and winced as her butt hit the threadbare bench seat.
She silently thanked her dad for always leaving the keys in the cup holder and took off down the
road. She raced across town as the truck and everything in it rattled in protest. When she arrived
at the elementary school, she parked the truck haphazardly in the loading zone and ran in, not
even bothering to close the driver’s seat door.
She burst into the town meeting and everyone turned to look at her as the metal door
smacked against the wall. “I know how the fire started, and why all the crops are dying, and
where the stomach virus came from. They’re all connected. It’s the Vega family.”
The mayor stood up from the bright orange little kid chair he was sitting in. “Young lady, this is
an emergency situation. We don’t have time to entertain jokes.”
“Please, you have to listen to me,” Maya pleaded. “We can’t let Mr. Vega in.”
“And why not?” A deep voice came from behind Maya and she turned, eyes screwed shut.
She took a breath to prepare herself, and when she opened her eyes, she was met by the same
kind-looking middle-aged man from the photograph on the Vegas’ mantle. He smiled, and the
crinkles at the corners of his eyes and around his mouth reminded Maya of the lines that were
etched deep in her father’s sun-weathered skin. She felt like she was dreaming as she watched
Mr. Vega cross the multipurpose room, smiling at everyone who met his gaze.
“It’s a please to meet you all, even under these tragic circumstances,” he said and extended
his hand to the Mayor.
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Apocalypse of the Isle of Woman
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Sabrina hanania

like the sea

When the sun sets
everything is quiet
but alive
like the sea.
I only ask, “What will become of me?”
as the orange circle
waves its last goodbye
and disappears in the black water.
Everything is quiet
like the moment when
shots are fired
and someone falls.
I only ask, “When will they break down those walls?”
as the blood begins to run
and a mother is screaming, “My son! My son!”
and the smoke eats up the last of the blue sky.
But alive
it all is
when hate somehow turns into reason
and reason turns into massacre.
I only ask, “How much more can my people bear?”
as my father reads poems
in a dimly lighted room
as violent strangers try to break down the door.
Like the sea
we endure everything;
Like it’s waves
we turn into tomorrow.
I only ask, “What will become of my sorrow?”
as the days pass
and the numbers of the dead rise up
and they seem to disappear into nothing.
When the sun sets
everything is quiet
but alive
like the sea.
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Yaritza Plata

d town

D Town is black dots that laugh
Those are the crows who both visit
and live there
Underaged girls wearing fishnets and blue panties at illegal parties driven there by their
20-year-old boyfriends in their mint Silverado trucks
The prison system blind to them but prone to chaining
the children of agriculturalists who have pushed down borders
to get them where they are
D Town
A place with as much culture as racism and
I’m scared of D Town
That that’s all it’ll ever know
Not the brilliant high school students they build up and guillotine –
tossing them in a pit
where D Town has laid down some of their geniuses
Handed them drugs
Guns
and the keys to their own jail cells
Keys never work here
Forever locked in, crooked bars let them see
the crows on their worn out parents’ shoulders
their brown mother’s tears
and the silence of a disappointed father
that hit harder than any bullet
or any peck from a crow
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Joyce Ker

1

Distance

I forgot there was a door here. Night in the window,
a door opening to a knob’s tune.
Light pinks a surface. Quick fish
Drowning.
Dad took me snorkeling but I was scared of fish.
Swam back to shallow water and forgot about sea urchins
until my foot swelled, blue-black, streaked in blood.
This is how a body blurs.
As alcohol swabs, a blade shaves flesh,
removing spine fragments.
Mom puts a red bracelet around my wrist.
The Year of the Snake, my ben ming nian, is unlucky.
Red takes the bad luck away.
I yank the bracelet off.
Tell Mom I’m in America now.
No use for Chinese superstitions.
2
Ms.White hands back the class’s math tests.
Red marks bleed through my paper.
Aren’t Asians supposed to be good at math?
I clench my pencil until it snaps in half.
Half past one: I take another sip of coffee.
Homework done four times,
Problem sets completed from two other textbooks
are never enough.
On my nightstand, a Time magazine:
Those Asian-American Whiz Kids.
3
In 1966, Mao Zedong launched the Cultural Revolution.
1.5 million sentenced to death, 20 million banished.
The Great Famine followed. 30 million starved to death,
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including my great-grandmother.
Sent to the countryside, she spent her days
banging pots and pans from dawn to dusk,
beating sparrows out of the sky
to keep the birds from eating grain.
Without sparrows,
locusts ate the fields.
This concludes our unit on Chinese history.
I wonder why 5,000 years
of wars, language, art, people, and stories
were be summed up in a few sentences.
4
Mom gets a call from my aunt.
Your grandmother passed away.
I don’t cry because I don’t know anything
about my grandmother
Other than how she could never walk very well.
As a girl, she could never sleep very well.
She’d wake, screaming and crying
from the snapping of bones,
her feet wrapped up to the ankles in red ribbon.
5
The Beijing sky is gray.
Mom reminds me to call my aunt yi ma,
my uncle shu shu, my grandmother wai po,
my grandfather wai gong, and friends a yi and shu shu.
I learn how to be a proper Chinese girl:
Speak less,
Speak softly if you must,
Never accept compliments.
I keep waiting for the sky to turn blue.
A yi says my pale skin is beautiful.
I smile but say na li, na li: no, no.
A yi tells Mom she has raised me well.
At the funeral everyone wears white.
I still do not cry even though I’m supposed to,
even though the strangers next to me
cry their lungs raw.
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Shu shu hired them to cry.
Afterwards, we all have dinner.
I cannot read the characters on the menu
so my mom translates the dishes to me.
A waitress smirks,
A Chinese person who cannot read Chinese?
6
6,000 miles from Beijing,
I return to a blue sky and golden sun.
Gold California sun.
Not the yellow of my skin
striped with orange scars and black stripes,
spiced with chili, soy, and sesame.
The yellow that forces me to be
a straight A student
and join Math Club, Science Club, Speech and Debate
when all I want to do is write.
Not the yellow of dumpling dishes
I refused to bring to school.
Told Mom the dumplings smelled,
bought a slice of pizza instead.
6,000 miles from Beijing,
I open the door to my closet.
I kept a postcard my grandmother sent me
propped on the shelf.
6,000 miles from Beijing,
too far is the only distance I know.
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feast
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Donovan Frazier

drifter of the mental state
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I walked around within my own mind as a drifter, lonely as ever. I traversed down the streets of
my mind, the city of my brain, encapsulated in a cloak. I hid from all my senses, from my eyes, from
my ears, from everyone. I couldn’t return back to that throne. After what happened, I’m convinced that
the frontal cortex is not for me.
Before I wandered these streets of burning brain cells, before I abdicated my throne, my body was
flooded with fear. I and the whole city of my brain were on DEFCON 1. We were in immediate danger,
at least in our own mind. Because my mother was out of her own mind.
***
“Mom, what are you doing?” I yelled.
Pots and pans were flying at the walls. Holes were being knocked in them. Dust and chunks of
wood flew all over the floor as she screamed and scurried away.
“It’s a demon. I see him right there. Don’t you see him too?” she asked.
She then threw another pot at the empty wall.
***
I couldn’t believe what was happening back then. And what I said to her was…
Just thinking about it as I walked down the lonely nerves gave me chills. No wonder I abdicated.
After a few more minutes of walking, I stepped up to the intersection of blood vessels. Waiting for the red no walking sign to change, I lowered my head to the floor. The pink concrete lined the
entirety of the city’s vessels, the streets. I never saw them in this context. I’m always up in my office
in the frontal cortex, thinking hard. I never wander back here, downtown. I guess I’m lucky to see this
other side of myself.
Oh, what am I saying. I was grasping at straws to bring myself back up. I should never be down
here. Without anyone on the throne, there’s no telling what my body is even doing. There’s no one up
there to tell it what to do. It’s just limp as a noodle wherever I left it. It makes sense though after what
happened out there. I don’t ever want to see that again.
I raised my hands up to my face. Tears were starting to flood my cheeks. I couldn’t take the way
she looked at me.
***
After I said it, that horrid thing, my own mom looked at me with disgust. Her lips quivered
as she grabbed the nearest knife she could. Then with eyes of fury, she threw it at me. I was her
demon.
***
The stoplight of the blood vessel turned. I was able to cross it now. So, I stepped onto the pink,
fleshy paved road and wiped the tears away. I then put my hands into the pockets of my cloak. I kept
my head down. Hiding from all the red and white blood cells was pretty easy without my crown. They
don’t even watch where they are going. They just follow their vessel. If there’s a pothole, they would
just fall through it. I think that’s called internal bleeding. Anyway, my cover was fine. As a lonesome
drifter, I was fine.
After stepping up to the next sidewalk, I made a right and walked towards the city library. I
could hide there. At least until the white blood cells get onto me. Once those cops realize that I’m missing, one of them might have a replacement for me. I don’t know if that’s even possible, but I’ll just go
with it. At least for now.
Speaking of now, I was now at the front door of the library. I finally looked up from the ground
to see the massive structure of memories. The massive home of heritage reached all the way up to the

top of my skull. Actually seeing it took the breath out of my single-celled lungs.
But at last, I walked into the front lobby and buried myself into the aisles of memories. There
were only seventeen aisles, seventeen aisles for seventeen years of age. Of those aisles, the first three
were surrounded by yellow caution tape. In the middle of the floor was a wet floor cone. All those
books were drenched and beyond repair.
Naturally, my eyes gravitated to the aisles of newer books. The shinier books in the seventh
looked appetizing to my eyes.
I walked over to them and sat on the floor, my back against the shelving. My hands pulled out a
random book and I dove straight in.
***
“Hey Mom, can we get some ice cream after school?” I asked.
“Only if you bring that cute little smile with you back home,” she responded.
She then kissed my forehead and stuck down her hand toward me. I then grabbed her pinky as we stepped out the front door of our house.
***
I threw the book across the aisle. Tears were flooding my eyes again. The history was just too
sweet. I was actually sweet back then. Mom wasn’t throwing knives at me back then.
I then stood up and wiped the tears from my eyes. I put my hands back in my pockets again and
walked down the next couple of aisles. At the ninth, there was another book that caught my eye. It had
a cover of a night sky filled with stars. It was so odd I just had to pick it up and open it.
***
“Are you ready to see the fireworks?” Mom asked.
“But I thought you had to work tonight?” I asked.
“I can take a little sick day,” she said and winked.
“Why would you do that? You’re not sick?” I asked.
“Because I don’t spend enough time with my adorable son. That’s why. I hate working
the night shift anyway. I have to sleep while you come home from school. Then I leave right after
dinner. I can’t even tuck you into bed. At least I hope you go to bed on time,” she responded.
“I do,” I replied and rolled my eyes.
“Do you really?” she asked with a stern face.
“I do. I do,” I said.
“Good. If you said anything else, I was about to keep all the ice cream in the freezer for
myself,” she replied.
“No. I promise you it’s the truth. I want that ice cream. I mean, I’m being honest,” I replied.
“You’re already busted. I know you stay up when I go to work. That’s why I’m going to eat
all the ice cream when we get home,” she responded with a smile.
“No. Wait. But. Are you at least going to leave some for me?” I asked.
“Do you promise to stop lying to me?” she asked.
“I promise,” I replied.
***
I looked up from the book. My eyes were flooded again. Was it because I promised to stop lying
to her and still said that thing? Or was it because she was a loving parent? Was she still a loving parent,
even though she tried to kill me?
“Sir, what are you doing down here? We need you back on the throne,” a voice called.
I was finally caught up. The cops were here.
“Drag me to the throne,” I responded.
“I’ll do it if you don’t get up,” he responded.
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“Try me,” I replied.
The white blood cell’s arms grabbed me by my wrists and pulled me. My back skid along the ground.
They were actually doing it. I was doing it. I was actually going back to the throne. I didn’t even wallow enough to bring myself up. I’m still down here.
I guess I can still wallow in the last book before I even get up to the cortex.
							***
Mom was throwing the pot and pans at the wall. Makeup was running down her face as
she was crying whales of pure terror.
“It’s a demon. I see him right there. Don’t you see him too?” she yelled.
All her pills were on the floor along with all the cups, pots, pans, shattered glasses, and the ice
cream scooper.
“Please tell me you see him too?” she asked.
I clenched my fist.
“You’re crazy. You’re insane. There’s nothing there,” I replied.
“There is. He’s staring right at me!” she yelled back.
“Take your meds already,” I responded.
		
“But the demons are going to kill me!” she yelled and threw another pot at the wall.
“You’re the damn demon. You’re out here destroying the whole damn house all because
you didn’t take your meds! Can’t I have my mother back already?” I yelled back.
She looked at me with disgust. Her lips quivered as she grabbed the nearest knife she could. Her
fingers wrapped around the handle. Then with fury in her eyes, she threw the knife at me.
“You’re the damn demon!” she yelled back.
I reached for the knife’s hand and pulled it out of my shoulder.
							***
I think that was when I blacked out, right as she tried to kill me.
“There you go,” the white blood cell said as he let go of me.
I was laying right next to my desk now.
“Sir, you’re back,” someone else said. “We have to get you back in shape.”
I crossed my arms.
“I’m not moving,” I responded.
“That’s fine. I’ll do everything right here,” the voice responded.
While my eyes were closed, I felt movement all over my body. My cloak was rustling. My hair
was flailing. My arms were grabbed, raised, lower, and placed at my sides. Everything was out of my
hands.
“Open your eyes now,” the voice responded.
I opened them. The stem cell held a mirror in front of me. In it, my eyes had serious bags. My
crown covered in emeralds, green as my favorite color, was crooked. And my face was covered in the
watermarks of my tears. I looked horrendous. I was horrendous.
“Sir are you doing to take the throne?” the stem cell asked.
I shrugged my shoulders.
“I’ll do it when I feel like it,” I responded.
“If you don’t take the throne, the entire city will fall. We don’t have that much longer to live.
You have to wake up already,” he replied.
My eyes cut to him.
“What now?” I asked.
“The body will shut down if you don’t take back the throne,” he responded as he covered his
mouth.
I reached for my seat and pulled myself up. I stood on my feet and walked just in front of my

throne.
“We aren’t going to shut down. And I have someone to see,” I responded.
I sat on my throne, corrected my crown, and opened my eyes.
							***
“He’s waking up,” a voice called out.
A bright light was over me. A bunch of bright lights was over me. I could feel that I was
laying on a bed, that propped the upper half of my body up. I could hear the heartbeat monitors
and breathing apparatuses going off.
“Just relax. You’re safe here,” a nurse said.
Just behind her was my mom.
The heartbeat monitors started racing.
“Just relax. Everything is alright,” she said.
Mom covered her mouth. Tears started to run down her cheeks.
“What did I do to you?” she asked.
Tears started to run down my face as well.
She couldn’t even speak. She just walked out.
She probably thought I was afraid of her. She probably thought I was terrified of her after
what happened.
I wanted to see her. I wanted to apologize. I wanted to open my mouth and tell her that I
was being stupid. She was my mother. She is my mother. She always was. She always is. She will
always be.
And I wanted to be her son again.
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Christian Barragan

One to Another

Welcome to the next stage of the Real Life Simulator! You’ve certainly made many choices
so far! The future awaits! Through the complex algorithm that analyzes the thousands of choices
you’ve made thus far and their results thereof, several stepping stones have appeared as options
that will lead to the next part of your life. How exciting!
Just as a recap, here is a vastly abridged version of what you have accomplished in the last
few years (you’ve certainly lived a long life!):
Early into your freshman year of high school, you met a girl named Wendy and started dating. She stuck with you throughout high school and helped you develop as a person. You
finished high school with a stellar set of grades and accepted a scholarship to a local university
where you can still visit home whenever you want to. You decided to live at the dorms your first
year to get a better sense of what it means to be independent. During the first week of class, you
found a job that pays enough to cover basic living expenses while not taking away too much time
from school.
Now! I’m sure you’re anxious to make your next big step into this next phase of your life.
Go and make good choices!
Choice A.
One of your friends from high school, who didn’t receive a scholarship but still attends
your school nonetheless, invites you to a party at his house across from the dorms. You are feeling a little somber from recent events so you decide to attend. He brings several friends including a girl who you had a crush on in middle school. All is good until your friend pulls out a bag
of greens from the drawer and everyone gets stoned. You initially decline his invitation, but his
friend joshes you for being scared of a plant. In a near fury, you force the girl to “supervise” you
as you take from your friend’s stash and disappear into a room with her alone. Only on this one
occasion, you say. You start giggling uncontrollably as the colors jump from the walls and spill
into your mind. The knobs of the cabinets lining the walls, the creases in the pillow on the master
bed, the face of the unfamiliar girl in the room, they all smile back at you as you proclaim your
plan for sustainable housing. You stumble onto the bed and devolve into a fit of laughter before
pausing, outstretched in a sea of comfort. A sudden hunger overwhelms you, but the soft movement pressing against you prevents you from getting up and satisfying your urge.
From here you can continue in choice C or choice B.
Choice B.
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A friend invites you to a party. You refuse his invitation but he shows up to your dorm the next
day when your roommates are both out. He brings his girlfriend and a bag. The three of your
talk for a while until your friend starts pulling out bottles from the bag and passes them around.
You take one, but tell him you can’t drink. He knows the way you are feeling at that moment
and encourages you to drink, it will help your mood. After some deliberation, you agree on this
one occasion, and the three of you chug your bottles. Your friend drinks too quickly and begins
puking into the trash can. You help his girlfriend settle herself on the couch before closing blinds
to the sliding door. She calls you over and you stumble to navigate through your foggy vision.

Your unsteady hands find her, and a jumbled mess of words escapes from your loosened lips. She
frowns and presses a finger to your unhinged mouth. There is no need to talk. She pulls you in
close. You can’t remember the rest.
From here you can continue in choice A or choice C.
Choice C.
Your friend invites you to a party but you refuse. You don’t want to get mixed up in his company. You’ve seen what can happen to people. He lives at the dorms as well so he calls you to visit.
Knowing his family, you are hesitant but agree on this one occasion. At his dorm, all his roommates are out for the night. But his two sisters are visiting. You recognize one of them easily, too
easily. The other, you have never seen an equal to. The younger sister is greatly distressed at your
presence and decides to leave without saying anything. You talk with her older sibling, a golden
monolith, as your friend takes his cue and steps out, leaving his key card behind. You enter a private room with her and spend the next few minutes grasping at the clues in her eyes for her true
intentions. The two of you sink into a pulsating mass as you struggle to maintain lucidity amidst
the titillating sensation of choice. A furor of bliss overtakes you in a vivacious flurry of ascendancy. Your nerves quiver in defeat as your mind rests from the arduous experience.
From here you can continue in choice A or B.
Oh?
These are your choices, user. I haven’t forgotten anyone, but perhaps you did. My only function
is to gather and organize. It seems you left both of us with few options. I would not recommend
removing the headset now, the outside is not going to be very much different. Had you known
yourself as well as you believe, you wouldn’t have turned this on to begin with.
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Yaritza plata

single Mexican mom who makes dresses to pay the
bills, pay for her daughter’s quinceñera, and buy
Fabuloso
her mother tore her to scrap pieces of cloth
grabbed the scissors
and ran them through her spine
fabric from her quinceñera dress
hitting the concrete floor
where her father got shot
where his blood dried up
where her mother mopped death away
with Fabuloso
she does the father daughter dance with her
her mother that sew on the rhinestones
one fell below the sewing machine
that will make her wedding dress
all the guests will say
que fuerte es su madre
que hermosa salió su hija
and her mother will tell her
debería haber hecho tu vestido en blanco
¿qué va a decir la gente de mí?
she blushes blood red
the color of her dress
that reminds her of her father
that reminds her of Citrus and Fruits Fabuloso
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Petey salcedo

women’’s march, 2017
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